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Preface 
The Space Programs Summary i s  a six-volume, bimonthly publication that documents 
the current project activities and supporting research and advanced development 
efforts conducted or managed by JPL for the NASA space exploration programs. The 
titles of all volumes of the Space Programs Summary are: 
Vol. 1. The lunar Program (Confidential) 
Vol. 11. The Planetary-Interplanetary Program (Confidential) 
Vol. 111. The Deep Space Network (Unclassified) 
Vol. IV. Supporting Research and Advanced Development (Unclassified) 
Vol. V. Supporting Research and Advanced Development (Confidential) 
Vol. VI. Space Exploration Programs and Space Sciences (Unclassified) 
The Space Programs Summary, Vol. VI  consists of an unclassified digest of appro- 
priate material from Vols. I, I I ,  and Ill; an original presentation of  technical supporting 
activities, including engineering development of environmental-test facilities, and qual- 
ity assurance and reliability; and a reprint of the space science instrumentation studies 
of Vols. I and 11. I 
W. H. Pickering, Director 
l e t  Propulsion laboratory 
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1 .  Generul 
The Deep Space Network (DSN) is a precision com- 
munication system which is designed to communicate 
with, and permit control of, spacecraft designed for deep 
space exploration. The DSN consists of the Deep Space 
Instrumentation Facility (DSIF), the Space Flight Oper- 
ations Facility (SFOF), and the DSN Ground Communi- 
cation System (GCS). 
The DSN is a N,4S24 facility, managed by JPL through 
a contract between NASA and the California Institute of 
Technology. The Office of Tracking and Data Acquisition 
is the cognizant NASA office. 
It is the policy of the DSN to continuously conduct 
research and development of new components and sys- 
tems and to engineer them into the DSN to maintain a 
state-of-the-art capability. 
The DSN has facilities for simultaneously controlling 
a newly launched spacecraft and a second one already 
in flight. Within a few months, it will be able to control 
simultaneously either two newly launched spacecraft plus 
two in flight or the operations of four spacecraft in flight 
a t  the same time. The DSIF is equipped with 85-ft an- 
tennas having gains of 53 db  at 2300 Mc and a system 
temperature of 55"K, making it possible to receive sig- 
nificant data rates at distances as far as the planet Mars. 
To improve the data rate and distance capability, a 210-ft 
antenna is under construction at the Goldstone Mars Sta- 
tion and two additional antennas of this size are planned 
for installation at overseas stations. 
The DSIF utilizes large antennas, low-noise phase-lock 
receiving systems, and high-power transmitters located at 
stations positioned around the Earth to track, command, 
and receive data from deep space probes. Overseas sta- 
tions are generally operated by personnel of the respective 
countries. The DSIF stations are: 
I.D. 
No.  
Name Location 
11 
12 
13 
14 
41 
42 
5 1  
61 
7 1  
7 2  
Goldstone, Pioneer 
Goldstone, Echo 
Goldstone, Venus (R8.D) 
Goldstone, Mars 
(under construction) 
Woomero 
Tidbinbilla 
Johannesburg 
Madrid (under construction) 
Spacecraft Monitoring 
Spacecraft Guidance ond Com- 
mand (under construction) 
Barstow, California 
Barstow, Califarnio 
Barrtow. California 
Barrtow, California 
Island Lagoon, Australia 
Canberra, Australia 
Johannesburg, South Africa 
Madrid, Spain 
Cope Kennedy, Florida 
Ascension Island 
1 
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The SFOF is located in a three-story building at the 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, California, and 
utilizes operations control consoles, status and operations 
displays, computers, data processing equipment for analy- 
sis of spacecraft performance and space science experi- 
ments, and communication facilities to control space 
flight operations. This control is accomplished by gen- 
erating trajectories and orbits, and command and control 
data, from tracking and telemetry data received from the 
DSIF in near real-time. The SFOF also reduces the telem- 
etry, tracking, command and station performance data 
recorded by the DSIF into engineering and scientific 
information for analysis and use by the scientific experi- 
menters and spacecraft engineers. 
The DSN Ground Communication System consists 
of voice, normal and high data rate teletype circuits 
provided by the NASA World-Wide Communications 
Network between each overseas station and the SFOF; 
teletype and voice circuits between the SFOF, Goldstone 
Stations, and Cape Kennedy; and a microwave link be- 
tween the SFOF and Goldstone, provided by the DSN. 
2 
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II. DSN Systems Design 
models, and its generality may be thereby limited. (An 
evaluation of the capabilities and limitations of this formal 
scheme when applied to cases of interest remains to be 
A. Communications Theory 
Model of the DSN Ground 
Co m m u n ica t i o n s System 
Engineering analyses of system capability and adequacy 
are often performed with models which separate the 
major functions of a system; e.g., telemetry data handling, 
analog data handling, and command data handling are 
often analyzed separately. The analysis is thereby sim- 
plified and yet yields results which give a valid estimate 
of adequacy. Thc separate functions of the system can be 
combined later to appraise the adequacy of the elements 
which treat the functionally different data streams as a 
whole (usually sequentially). For the study of the DSN 
Ground Communications System, certain tools for per- 
forming system analyses are required. Some initial results 
of attempts to provide general, yet useful, models of 
digital data transmission systems are presented here. The 
model developed here has resulted from both kinds of 
analysis: that of functionally defined data paths, and that 
of partially integrated data handling systems. 
accomplished.) The ground telemetry data handling sys- 
tem (somewhat simplified) given in Fig. 1 represents the 
type of system intended for generalization. The system 
operates in essentially real or near-real time, since mag- 
netic tape recorders and other storage capabilities are not 
shown explicitly; however, these limitations are recog- 
nized, and the system shown is only intended to be 
illustrative. 
Design simplicity, consistent with reasonable assump- 
tions for the system which the model is intended to 
describe, is a desirable goal in model development. In 
the development of a digital data system model, one 
would like to reduce the number and/or complexity of the 
functional blocks in the system representation as much as 
possible while still retaining the usefulness of the model. 
The model discussed here involves a single, general 
“block element (Fig. 2), which is actually a collection 
of relationships and operations sufficiently inclusive to 
represent most of the functional elements of a digital 
system. 
The model has an  empirical basis, since it was from the 
study of existing systems and operations that a knowledge 
of the necessary relationships and operations between 
elements was acquired. Therefore, the general formal 
model is a generalization of some particular operational 
Assume that a signal leaving a source is represented by 
the function yu(t), which will be the input to the first 
block of the system. Within the representation of the 
system, the yi ( t )  will represent the signals which leave 
3 
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Fig. 1.  Typical ground telemetry data handling system 
one element and are presented to the succeeding element 
(which implies that signal flow is unidirectional and well- 
defined). In the absence of noise, the mappings TI, (con- 
sidered purely deterministic) are: 
where n is the number of elements. However, consider 
that additive noise is to be included in the system such 
that, in functional notation, 
Hence, recursively, 
and where the ccnter dot symbol (*) represents the opera- 
tion for combining mappings Ti. It is clear that the noise 
contribution at the ith stage is mapped forward by the 
transformation Ti + at the (i + 1)th stage; however, the 
Ti are often linear transformations (or can be approxi- 
mated over a useful range by a linear transformation), 
and the N ;  are frequently normally distributed contribu- 
tions. A linear transformation of a normally distributed 
variate is again a normally distributed variate, and the 
N ( t )  = NOISE CONTRIBUTION OF THE INDIVIDUAL ELEMENT 
T = MAPPING OF THE SIGNAL (OR SIGNAL AND NOISE) FORWARD 
C = DIGITAL CAPACITY OF THE ELEMENT 
S = STORAGE CAPACITY OF THE ELEMENT 
Ri = DATA RATE OF INPUT DATA ( i  = 0, I, 2, ... ) 
R, + = DATA RATE OF OUTPUT DATA 
n ( t )  INPUT DATA SIGNAL 
y j + l ( t )  = OUTPUT SIGNAL 
Fig. 2. Block representation of communications 
system element 
transformations over several (or all) stages may be rep- 
resented as: 
Yni = G ' y k  + 0.2, 
where 
and where c)z, the total noise contribution between the 
kth and the mth stages, is a linear combination of the 
N i ,  i = k + l , .  . . , m. 
It should be noted that major transformations on the 
signal occur in modulator-encoder and demodulator- 
4 
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decoder stages of a system. Formally, these transforma- 
tions may be written: 
where the demodulation transformation @ is ideally the 
inverse of the modulation transformation (I%. Therefore, 
in the absence of noise in the ideal case, 
In cases of interest, however, noise enters the system 
described by these equations, and the y k  ( t)  presented to 
the demodulator is the &(t) 4- N k  from the modulator 
output, or: 
Hence, 
where 
In general, these processes are nonlinear and, in the 
simplest cases, represent frequency transformations. For 
n elements in a system including one modem sequence, 
the output yn  can be written: 
where 8,) Q,, and Q, represent the “products” of trans- 
formations after the demodulator, between the modulator 
and the demodulator, and from the source to the modu- 
lator, respectively; mi, the noise contributions correspond- 
ing to the respective Ri; andt ,  the total delay time from 
the source to-the receiver. Often, yn represents as true a 
reproduction of yo as possible within system limitations. 
The expression for the ultimately received signal can 
frequently be simplified to 
where A is a linear transformation (usually an approxi- 
mation to the gain) and AY ( t )  is the total noise contribu- 
tion of the system. 
The digital capacity C of the element is often redundant 
if both Ri and are known, since Ri+,  usually implies 
C directly. However, there are situations in which Ri+l is 
not of particular interest; instead, variables which con- 
tribute to C ,  such as service time and holding times, are 
of interest. Such cases arise when the element is a memory 
or buffering device in the system. In these cases, the 
storage (or memory) capacity S of the element is also of 
interest. 
B. High-speed Data System 
For high-speed data communications, various modula- 
tion methods are utiiized ior the rransniis~iuii ul‘ digitid 
information over telephone-type audio channels. The most 
significant advantage of this technique over other trans- 
mission methods such as teletype or analog is that of 
bit-rate capacity. For example, a given high-speed system 
operating over a 3-kc voice channel can transmit a volume 
of data equivalent to 80 teletype channels operating 
simultaneously. 
Communications channels to and from the JPL Space 
Flight Operations Facility (SFOF), the various Deep 
Space Instrumentation Facility (DSIF) tracking stations, 
and various NASA and contractor organizations are pro- 
vided by the DSN Ground Communications System 
(GCS), which utilizes a portion of the NASA Communi- 
cations (NASCOM) Facility. NASCOM has the respon- 
sibility for implementation and technical control of the 
c e v  GCS high-speed data system (HSDS). The HSDS, as 
presently being implemented by NASCOM, is composed 
of two related subsystems (Fig. 3): 
(1) Full duplex modem units, which provide separate 
receive/transmit capabilities for passage of digital 
data over 3-kc audio channels at standard data 
rates of 2400, 1200, and 600 bits/sec. 
(2) Error detection coder units, which provide for error 
detection coding of the digital data prior to data 
transmission by the modem subsystem and error 
detection decoding after the data reaches its des- 
tination. 
Thus, these two subsystems provide for digital data 
transmission on an error-encoded block-by-block basis, 
with the capability of error-rate determination on a block 
5 
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Fig. 3. High-speed data system 
+ CARD 
READER 
basis irrespective of data formats within the data block. The HSDS is scheduled for installation at  the 
Inclusion of error detection coding provides the user with NASCOM Facility by summer 1966. As the system 
u priori knowledge of blocks containing errors and en- becomes operational, further implementation will provide 
ables communications personnel to perform circuit evalu- for GCS compatibility with the NASCOM high-speed 
ation and trouble isolation without interrupting the data message switching system (to be discussed in detail in 
stream. a future issue of the S P S ,  Vol. 111). 
1 TO TELEMETRY 
PROCESSING 
STATION 
ANALOG TAPE 
RECORDER/REPRODUCER , 
TO OPERATIONAL VOICE 
COMMUNICATIONS DIG I TAL 
TAPE TRANSPORTS 
TELETYPE 
TERM I N  A L  
EQUIPMENT t
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7 
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C. Simulation Data Conversion 
Center 
The Simulation Data Conversion Center (SDCC) of 
the JPL Space Flight Operations Facility (SFOF) was 
described in SPS 37-35, Vol. 111, pp. 3134. Described 
here are recent changes which have occurred and their 
relationship to the over-all objectives of the DSN Mission 
Simulation System. 
I .  Phase I Development (Fig. 41 
The mission-independent Phase I SDCC has been in 
use since mid-1965 in support of Surveyor and Pioneer 
Project operational tests. In November 1965, the facility 
was relocated in a larger area of the SFOF. Concurrent 
with the move, which caused only a short interruption in 
operational use, two new IBM Model 729-VI tape trans- 
ports were installed on the Programmed na ta  Processor i 
(PDP- 1) digital computer. Also, suitable modifications 
were made to the computer tape control circuits to permit 
them to handle the new tape transports as well as the 
four Potter tape transports which were already installed. 
A third IBM 729-VI transport will be put into service in 
the near future. 
2. Phase I1 Development (Fig. 51 
The Phase I1 SDCC development is proceeding as 
described in S P S  37-35, with emphasis being placed on 
its timely development, including a smooth transition 
from the Phase I capability. The need for almost con- 
tinuous use of the facility during 1966 and 1967 has 
modified planning so as to ensure minimum interference 
with operations. In particular, the PDP-1 computer and 
other units now in use will be retained in the Phase I1 
design. The present capability will be augmented by the 
addition of other units ( S P S  37-35), including a larger, 
faster digital computer. Procurement specifications have 
pated in the near future. 
bee11 i m u d ,  d i d  p i i ~ k ~  ~f X& 2 ccmy~tpr  ic antiri- 
OPE R AT ION A L VO I C E 
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM, 
CLOSED-CIRCUIT TV SYSTEM, 
AND TIME MISSION MISSION 
CONTROL TIME 
CIRCUITS m 
CO M M U N IC AT1 0 NS 
I N T E R FAC E 
SUBSYSTEM TELETYPE 
I DATA PROCESSING I I 
TO MISSION-DEPENDENT 
EQUIP ME N T  
Fig. 5. Simulation data conversion center, Phase I1 functional diagram 
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To aid in the orderly development of the center, a new 
functional specification has been prepared which de- 
scribes system functions on a slightly different level than 
that previously employed, but does not significantly alter 
the actual functions to be performed. Subsystems in the 
Phase I1 design are presently as follows: (1) control 
console, (2) data processing, (3) analog recording, (4) com- 
munications interface, and (5) mission-dependent inter- 
face. The subsystem functions described in this way 
serve not only to expedite the design and use of the 
facility in SFOF internal tests, but also to facilitate its 
use in connection with simulation capabilities to be 
developed at the remote sites. 
(3) Mode 3, used during encounter phase while the 
TV system was scanning the planet. In  this mode, 
only the science data were sampled. 
(4) Mode 4, during which the stored TV and science 
data recorded on the spacecraft tape machine were 
played back. The time periods for Mode 4 
were 196: 13:01:58 to 215:03:20:33 and 243:02: 
00:46 to 245:06:36:52 GMT 1965. 
The Mariner IV mission covered a period of 44 wk, 
for which the non-real-time telemetry data from Modes 2 
and 3 are being processed for the MDL. The status of the 
processing is as follows: 
D. Mariner Master Data Library 
I .  Introduction 
The processing system; the telemetry, tracking, and 
comment data tables; and the JPL facilities required to 
develop the Mariner master data library (MDL) were 
described in SPS 37-35, Vol. 111, pp. 34-37. The present 
status of the MDL will be presented here, including the 
status of the telemetry data processing, which non-real- 
time data are being processed, the percent of recovery 
for the telemetry data that have been processed, and a 
listing and status of the records that shall become part 
of the MDL. 
2. Duta Processing and Retrieval 
in four modes during the Mars mission: 
The Mariner IV spacecraft telemetry system operated 
(1) Mode 1, used during maneuvers with only en- 
gineering data sampled. The time periods for 
Mode 1 were 339:14:35:00 to 339:14:37:14 and 
340:14:25:00 to 340:16:15:20 GMT' 1964 and 
196:11:53:53 to 196:13:01:58 GMT 1965. 
(2) Mode 2, used during launch, initial acquisition, 
and cruise. Blocks of engineering data 140 bits 
long were alternated with blocks of science data 
280 bits long. 
'Day of year:hr:min:sec. 
8 
Status 
Mission weeks 
covered by data 
Released to user: data that have been 
extracted from the hlDL final com- 
posite merge master tapes and put 
onto extract tapes for delivery to 
the scientific community 
In production: extract tapes of the 
data contained on the MDL final 
composite merge master tapes 
In production: h4DL final composite 
merge master tapes, following ac- 
ceptance by the MDL Acceptance 
Committee of the percent of data 
recovered by the composite merge 
of the data for these weeks 
Being processed: non-real-time data 
to produce a composite merge 
Not processed: non-real-time data 
[The real-time data processing (dur- 
ing hfode 4) was determined a s  
sufficient.] 
1-4, 6-15 
5 ,  16-27 
28-33, 3638  
39-44 
34, 35 
Data evaluation and data outage summaries are pre- 
pared for all data processed to point out when the out- 
ages occurred and to provide explanations for them. 
These summaries are reviewed by the MDL Acceptance 
Committee, which shall, based on comparisons with 
the real-time data records, the quantity and quality 
of the data, and the amount of data retrieved during 
periods of high scientific interest, either accept the data 
or recommend that additional processing be done. Table 1 
summarizes the amount of data retrieved from the data 
processed thus far. 
~ ~~~~~~ ~ ~~~ ~- 
. 
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Table 1. Mariner MDL data retrieval summary 
Mission 
weekk) 
1' 
2 
3 
4 
5 ( 1  964) 
5 (1965)' 
5, 68, 7' 
8,9 
loh 
l l h  
12" 
13' 
14 
15' 
16' 
17', 18, 19 
20 
Percent of 
time 
receiverls) 
was in 
lock" 
99.95 
100.00 
99.99 
99.93 
99.95 
99.96 
99.52 
99.74 
99.63 
97.22 
98.77 
97.29 
98.06 
98.41 
99.23 
99.74 
99.87 
Percent of 
spacecraft 
data 
receivedb 
99.68 
98.85 
99.64 
99.63 
99.81 
99.88 
98.91 
98.72 
98.30 
96.03 
99.37 
96.53 
95.60 
99.38 
99.17 
99.28 
99.43 
Percent of 
received 
data 
retrieved' 
99.66 
99.49 
99.73 
99.91 
99.71 
99.37 
99.86 
99.94 
100.00 
99.93 
98.19 
94.87 
99.76 
100.00 
99.87 
99.88 
99.46 
Percent of 
spacecraft 
data 
retrievedd 
99.34 
98.34 
99.37 
99.54 
99.51 
99.24 
92.36 
98.66 
98.29 
70.78 
b3.Llb 
91.57 
95.37 
74.32 
71.53 
93.62 
98.89 
Mission 
weekls) 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34k, 35x 
36 
37 
38 
39-44' 
Percent of 
time 
receiverls) 
was in 
lock" 
99.89 
99.43 
99.1 1 
99.64 
99.70 
99.91 
99.89 
99.88 
99.20 
99.79 
99.86 
99.95 
99.98 
- 
99.93 
98.40 
99.66 
- 
Percent of 
spacecraft 
data 
received" 
99.67 
99.07 
98.90 
98.81 
99.22 
99.14 
99.60 
99.35 
99.64 
99.32 
99.51 
99.90 
98.61 
- 
99.80 
97.69 
99.32 
- 
Percent of 
received 
data 
retrieved' 
99.96 
99.93 
99.91 
99.84 
99.77 
99.70 
99.95 
99.86 
99.64 
99.88 
99.73 
99.96 
99.95 
- 
99.86 
99.89 
100.00 
- 
Percent of 
spacecraft 
data 
retrievedd 
99.63 
99.01 
98.81 
98.68 
98.99 
98.84 
99.54 
99.22 
99.28 
99.20 
99.25 
99.86 
98.56 
- 
99.66 
97.58 
99.32 
- 
'Based on the total number of minutes per day actually committed to Mariner IV 
tracking. During fu l l  coverage, a 1440-min day was used. This information was 
derived from past-track reports generated by each station. The data presented 
here were obtained from Caticchio, A,. Mariner IV  Row Telemetry Summary, 
Technical Section 337 Interoffice Memorandum, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasa- 
dena, California, October 6, 1965. 
"Bored an the spacecraft data transmitted during the time that the Deep Space 
Instrumentation Facility (DSIF) was actually committed ta Mariner IV tracking. 
This informatian represents the ratio of the received data to the total data 
transmitted by the spacecraft during DSIF coverage. Received data are defined 
as those data transmitted by the Spacecraft when the receiver(s1 was in lack. 
data actually received at  the DSIF stati&(s) during a- given period. 
dRepresents the ratio of the data retrieved by the MDL system to the data trans- 
'Made 1. 
fEnd of high-rate data. 
UOniy two prime stations tracking for Passes 43-46. 
"Only two prime stations tracking for Passes 72-86. Percents of spacecraft data 
I Problems encountered with Johannesburg Tracking Station maser. 
]Only  two prime stations tracking for Parses 101 and 103-118. Percents of space- 
craft data retrieved affected far this interval. 
XMade 4. 
'Data still being processed. 
mitted by the spacecraft during a given period. 
retrieved affected far this interval. 
3. MDL Records 
A listing of the records to be kept in the Mariner IV 
MDL is given in Table 2. The main records shall, of 
course, be the station merge master magnetic tapes and 
the final composite merge master magnetic tapes. All 
computer programs used in processing the data shall be 
stored for possible future use. 
Because of time and equipment-availability limitations, 
the tracking data section of the MDL has been redefined. 
The records that shall become part of the tracking data 
MDL are the tracking data paper tapes from the DSIF 
stations, the processed real-time tracking data on mag- 
netic tapes, and a TELPRT computer program for use 
by anyone desiring to process portions of the data. 
Operating on selected input data only, the TELPRT 
program shall convert tracking data in Baudot code on 
digital magnetic tape to binary-coded-decimal (BCD) 
data on digital magnetic tape, and shall be capable of 
reading in the BCD tapes and selecting data for output. 
The selection of both the input and output data shall 
be based on one or more of the following parameters: 
spacecraft identification, DSIF station identification, and 
sampling rate. 
9 
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Table 2. Description and status of MDL records 
status I Content I Record 
DSIF-station analog tapes 
Telemetry-processing-station master record 
digital tapes 
Station merge master tapes (in duplicate 
so that a running master w i l l  be avail- 
oble far use) 
Final composite merge master tapes (in 
duplicate so that a running master will 
be avoilable for use) 
Telemetry-processing-station records 
Telemetry-processing-station engineering 
lister (Programmed Data Processor 4) 
Telemetry-edit program processing records 
(three sets: pre-demodulator data, post- 
demodulator dato, and processed tele- 
type dato) 
Processing log 
Bad-dota listing 
Quolity-control log 
Telemetry-re-edit program processing rec- 
ords (three sets: pre-demodulator data, 
post-demodulator data, and processed 
teletype data) 
Processing log 
Bad-data listing 
Station merge program processing records 
Processing log 
Engineering lister 
Quality-control log 
Station functions listing 
Magnetic tapes 
Voice lobel 
Telemetry data (post-demodulator data) 
Bit sync (post-demodulator data) 
Word sync (post-demodulator doto) 
Time code 
Composite telemetry (pre-demodulator 
data) 
Station functions 
Pre-demodulator data 
Post-demodulator data 
Time 
Station functions 
Continuous and sequential stream of the 
best telemetry data for each DSlF station 
Continuous (except for explained outages) 
and sequential stream of the best telem- 
etry data for the Mariner IV mission 
Processing records (microfilmed1 
Monitor printout of telemetry data being 
processed by Programmed Data Proces- 
sor 4 
Printout of all significant reference data 
plus any data or time anomalies en- 
countered during processing 
Tabular listing, by time-tagged spacecraft 
data frame, of al l  program input data 
that cannot be synchronized into the 
output data stream (all data frome 
counts also listed) 
listing of telemetry frames with time or 
frame count anomalies, and a compila- 
tion of the statistics on such anomalies 
by day or by tape number 
Some as that of telemetry-edit program 
processing lag, except thot all input 
control parameters used to correct time 
are olio listed 
Same as that of telemetry-edit program 
bad-data listing 
Same as that of telemetry-edit program 
processing log, except that data start 
and stop times and frame counts are 
also listed 
Listing of engineering data by frame 
Same OS that of telemetry-edit program 
Printout of the station functions recorded 
quolity-control lag 
on each tope 
1947 Tapes of an eventual 2000 (approximate) 
stored in Operational Document Control 
(ODC) at the JPL Space Flight Operations 
Facility 
Tapes stored in ODC 
Tapes for Weeks 1-38 completed 
Tapes for Weeks 1-27 completed 
Records microfilmed and stored in ODC 
Records for Weeks 1-41 completed 
Records for Weeks 1-41 completed 
Records to be run on al l  telemetry-edit output 
tapes 
Records for Weeks 1-41 completed 
Records far Weeks 1-41 completed 
Records for Weeks 1-38 completed 
Records for Weeks 1-38 completed 
Records to be run on al l  station merge oulpu 
tapes 
tapes 
Records to be run on all station merge autpu 
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Table 2. Description and status of MDL records (cont'd) 
Content Status I I Record 
Final campasite merge program processing 
records 
Processing log 
Science lister 
Engineering lister 
Quality-control log 
Processing records (cont'dl 
Same as that of telemetry-edit program 
Listing of scientific data 
Same os that of station merge program 
processing log 
engineering lister 
quality-control log 
Same as that of telemetry-edit program 
Records for Weeks 1-27 completed 
Records for Weeks 1-27 completed 
Records to be run on all final composite merge 
Records to be run on all final composite merge 
output tapes 
output tapes 
Comment data (to explain peculiarities and/or anomalies that 
occur in both the telemetry and tracking data) 
Space flight operations log 
DSlF Operations logs from each station 
T--:--&--., b,.hI-e ..-,--.-., 
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I I I. Co m m u n i cat i o ns E ng i nee ri ng Deve I o p m e n ts 
A. S-Band Implementation for 
DSIF: Acquisition Aid for 
Asce n sion Is I a nd 
The Ascension Island (DSIF 72) acquisition aid equip- 
ment for the 30-ft antenna has been installed and partially 
tested; equipment necessary for boresight and final RF 
measurements is not yet available at  the site. Final tests 
will be made after the station is completed, as all sub- 
systems must be operational before final boresighting, 
snap-on, and tracking tests are performed. 
B. 100-kw S-Band Final Amplifier 
Two X3060 klystrons h a w  been delivered to the Venus 
Station. One has been installed in a transmitter cabinet 
and has undcrgonc partial acceptance testing. The trans- 
mitter cabinet houses, in addition to the klystron itself, 
the klystron mounting structure, cooling water plumbing 
and metering, filament supply, reflected power monitor- 
ing and arc detector systems and their associated R F  
switches, remotely driven RF  drive attenuators, and vari- 
ous other metering and interlock circuits. By modifying 
an existing transmitter cabinet, formerly used to house a 
smaller klystron, a considerablc saving was realized, 
although at some sacrifice in accessibility. 
Acceptance testing of the klystron at  2388 Mc (plan- 
etary radar frequency) has been completed. The results 
summarized in Table 1 are in general agreement with 
those achieved in the manufacturer’s acceptancc tests 
( S P S  37-36, Vol. 111, p. 31). Fig. 1 is a typical output power 
versus drive power curve. 
The manufacturer achieved 112-kw at a proportionally 
higher beam power input, but since the purpose of JPL 
tests was merely to establish the klystron’s ability to mect 
the contract specification (100-kw output pojver at 35% 
minimum efficiency with specified gain and bandwidth) 
12 
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Power output, kw 
Bandwidth (1 db) 
Efficiency, % 
r--:- -IL --..., "" 
1 and not to measure the maximum capabilities of the 
klystron, the results obtained are satisfactory. 
105 
44 
15 
K O  z --.- 
Acceptance tests were suspended until early January, 
1966 because the only adequate power supply (the 1.0-Mw 
supply at Venus) is totally committed to the planetary 
radar program until then. The remaining acceptance tests 
will consist primarily of investigating the tuning charac- 
teristics of the klystron. Upon completion of acceptance 
tests, the performance of the klystron as a dual carrier 
amplifier will be investigated. 
Beam voltage, kv 
Collector current, amp 
Filament voltage, v 
Filament current, amp 
FOCUS magnet current, amp 
Body current, ma 
Tuning 
Table 1. Acceptance test results 
I Performance 1 
35 
6.6 
13 
5.4 
18.2 
2 95 
High efficiency 
DRIVE POWER, mw 
Fig. 1. Output power versus drive power 
C. Multiplier Chains (Phase and 
Amplitude Stability) 
1 .  Summary 
Typical multiplier and VHF amplifier units comprising 
a complete S-band chain have been evaluated individu- 
ally, and in combination, with respect to phase and 
amplitude stability versus ambient temperature and R F  
drive level. In all cases, phase shift measurements were 
conducted at the output S-band frequency and the phase 
stability referred to the output of the test chain was 
recorded. Results of measurements indicate that all units 
can be expected to perform satisfactorily under service 
conditions and that the maximum phase shift of a com- 
plete S-band x75 multiplier chain over a 10-hr tracking 
period can be expected to amount to approximately 800 
deg. The evaluation of these multiplier chains, currently 
in use at the S-band radar site, ais0 estabiishes rypicai 
performance of the X-band system (excepting the final 
X 4), inasmuch as the design is essentially identical. 
2. Test Setup Description 
The test setup for the measurement of relative phase 
shift is shown in Fig. 2. Coherent inputs at 31.84 and 
31.44 Mc are applied to two X75 multiplier chains-one 
containing the units under test, the other a reference 
channel. The outputs from each of these channels, after 
suitable attenuation, are mixed in a balanced mixer, the 
30-Mc output of which is amplified and compared in 
phase with a 30-Mc signal which is phase coherent 
with each of the test and reference chain signal inputs. 
Phase shift of the test channel may be read directly from 
a calibrated phase shifter in series with the coherent 
30-Mc signal by nulling the phasc detector. It should be 
noted that this method actually measures the differential 
phase shift between the test and reference channels so 
that the results are subject to a tolerance equal in value 
to the phase stability of the reference channel during a 
temperature run. A phase shifter is included at the input 
to the reference channel so that the calibrated shifter may 
be set to zero at the beginning of a run. 
3. Results of Measurements 
The variation of phase shift with temperature is shown 
in Figs. 3-5 for the individual multiplier and amplifier 
units comprising an S-band transmitter exciter chain and 
in Fig. 6 for the antenna-mounted VHF amplifier and 
X 15 multiplier units combined. Since we are primarily 
concerned with the phase shift variations appearing at 
1 3  
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PHASE COHERENT INPUTS 
30.00 Mc 
400 I 31.84 Mc FREQUENCY MULTl PLlE R t 200 PHASE SHIFTER cn U I-- 0 1L I v) PHASE SHIFTER i W v) -200 I a a 
-400 
T- VHF I AMPLIFIER I 
REFERENCE 
M ULTl PLI E R 
I - 600 i 3 120 14 TEMPERATURE, OF 
Fig. 4. Phase shift versus temperature, VHF amplifier 1 VARIABLE I VARIABLE 
ATTENUATOR ATTENUATOR 
200 I 
g 100 
I-- 
k 
I v ) o  
W 
v) a 
I 
a -100 
U 
MIXER 
2.388 G c u 2 . 3 5 8  Gc 
PREAMPLI FlER PHASE 
DETECTOR 
I 
20 
- 200 
i 100 120 140 60 1 
TEMPERATURE, OF Fig. 2. Test setup block diagram 
Fig. 5. Phase shift versus temperature, X 15 multiplier 
400 
200 
cn 
W U
+- 0 
1L 
I 
v) 
W 
v) -200 a 
I a 
- 400 
-600 
i 
400 
200 
0 
W 
U 
I-' 0 
1L 
I cn 
W 
v) -200 a 
I a 
- 400 
- 600 13 120 140 I I I 
20 40 60 bU 
TEMPERATURE, OF TEMPERATURE, OF 
Fig. 6. Phase shift versus temperature, X 15 multiplier 
plus VHF amplifier 
Fig. 3. Phase shift versus temperature, 
X 5 multiplier 
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) 
the output of the test chain, all phase shifts were mea- 
sured and recorded at this point, so that, in the case of 
the X 5  multiplier and VHF amplifier units, the phase 
shift variations shown exceed the intrinsic values of 
the units by 15 times. The over-all phase shift of the 
antenna-mounted equipment over the temperature range 
14 to 132OF averages 6.8 deg/'"F, the major portion 
(4.75 deg/OF) being contributed by the VHF amplifier. 
The X 5  multiplier unit, although normally located in the 
control room, was tested and operated satisfactorily over 
the full range of temperatures when the phase stability 
was found to equal 7.1 deg/OF. The amplitude stability 
with change in temperature is indicated in Figs. 7-9, 
J 
1 a 
E a -' E 
TEMPERATURE, OF 
Fig. 7. Amplitude versus temperature, X 5 multiplier 
w n 
= o  
a -1.0 
-I a 
5 
22 22 ?C cc\ an 100 120 140 
TEMPERATURE, OF 
Fig. 8. Amplitude versus temperature, VHF amplifier 
w n 
1 
[L 
a 
-1.0 
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 
TEMPERATURE, OF 
Fig. 9. Amplitude versus temperature, X 15 multiplier 
plus VHF amplifier 
INPUT RF DRIVE, db 
Fig. 10. Phase shift versus RF drive, X75 
multiplier chain 
and amounts to k l . 1 ,  ~k0.15, and t 0 . 3  db over the full 
+---ora+.-.-- t-onne fnr the X 5  miiltiplier, VHF amplifier 
units and VHF amplifier plus X15 multiplier combina- 
tion, respectively, From Fig. 10, the total phase shift of 
the complete X75 multiplier chain for a 51-db change 
in RF input drive amounts to 93 deg and is accompanied 
by less than 0.1-db change in amplitude of the output 
signal. 
I?"'* ---- 0- - - -  LU.1. 
4. Conclusions 
All units performed satisfactorily when subjected to 
the full range of environmental (14 to 132OF) and RF 
drive (+-1 db) conditions specified for antenna-mounted 
equipment. However, in assessing the over-all phase shift 
of a complete X75 multiplier chain for the purpose of 
determining the contribution toward tracking error, it 
will be assumed that the maximum variation in ambient 
temperature during any 10-hr tracking period (between 
horizons) will equal 61°F for antenna-mounted equip- 
ment, and 22OF for equipment located in the control 
room, so that a complete X75 frequency multiplier chain 
can be expected to contribute a maximum phase shift of 
approximately 769 deg, made up as follows: 
Antennu-mounted equipment (VHF amplifier, X 15 
multiplier). Assuming temperature variations during a 
10-hr tracking period will not exceed 61°F 
6.8 X 61 = 415 deg 
Control room equipment (VHF amplifier, X 5  multi- 
plier). Assuming maximum variations in temperature 
will not exceed 22OF 
15 
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PHASE DETECTOR 
455 kc 
RF INPUT 
a IF AMPLIFIER, 
0.7 v/deg * POTENTIOMETER * 455 kc * 
BW = IO Mc EW = 2 kc G b )  
(TO + 
(7.1 + 4.75) X 22 = 261 deg 
93 deg 
Total 769 deg 
RF drive -tl db 
LOOP FILTER VCO. 23.59 M c  
200 cps/v 
G(s) = 
( r 4  + 4(rs + 4 
The total delay in the transmitter exciter and receiver 
local oscillator chains now being used at S-Band can be 
expected to contribute a ranging error of: 
2, X 769 X 3 X lo8 
360 X 2.4 X 10’ = 0.54 m, worst case 
This amounts to approximately 30% of the over-all system 
target figure. 
D. Phase Response of the RF 
Carrier Tracking Loop (CTL) 
S-Band Transponder 
Ranging Station 
The S-band transponder ranging station (SPS  37-32, 
Vol. 111, p. 62 and S P S  37-20, Vol. 111, p. 50) was originally 
designed to be similar in dynamic characteristics to the 
DSIF system; however, in a recent evaluation, carrier 
loop instability became evident. 
An initial tcst on the station indicated that the 
2BL,, = 152 cps carrier loop was conditionally unstable. 
This system (Fig. 11) is unique in two ways: (1) a 7-pole, 
2-kc band-pass filter is used in the 455-kc IF amplifier, 
and (2) a high Q crystal VCO is used; therefore, a de- 
tailed investigation was made of all loop time constants. 
This report derives a detailed model for this specific 
loop, applies the model by compensating a previously 
unstable loop, and then evaluates loop performance on 
all three carrier loop bandwidths a t  both threshold and 
strong signal conditions. 
The loop natural frequency was experimentally meas- 
ured to determine that there had not been a design 
error or hardware failure. This measurement was made 
by adjusting the a potentiometer to a simulated threshold 
condition, a,) (where a is the limiter suppression factor 
and describes the relationship between the S / N  and the 
loop gain),’ and then shunting the damping resistance 
in the loop filter (R2 in Fig. 12) with a variable resistor 
until a sustained oscillation (controlled to be approxi- 
mately 20 deg, peak-to-peak) was observed at the output 
of the phase detector. The frequency was measured on 
a recorder and is the natural frequency. Fig. 13 illus- 
trates that the intersection of the extension of the 40 db/ 
decade slope and the unity gain line is, by definition, 
the natural frequency. The effect of reducing R2 is to 
increase a., until it approaches a,, and causes the loop 
to osciIIate at the natural frequency. 
‘Rechtin, E., “Design of Phase-Lock Oscillator Circuits,” JPL 
Section Report No. 8-566, Febniary 7 ,  1957. 
T--------- -_- 
ro = R O C 0  TJ ’R IC I  
r l  = ( R O + R l + R Z ) C  T 4  = R I N C ~  
r2 = R 2 C  
Fig. 12. Carrier tracking loop filter schematic 
FREQUENCY 
M ULTl PL l  ER 
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____ 
Design Nominal 
2BLO fn, cpr 
12 1.8 
48 7.2 
152 22.6 
\ - - 2 0 d b / O E C A D E  
Measured 
fn, cpr 
1.69 
7.0 
22.1 
40 db/QECADE 
I I I I I I I 
IO0 IO' I o2 I 0' I o4 I o5 I O 6  I 0' la 
Q, r o d l s e c  
Fig. 13. Generalized open loop frequency response with a single extra time constant 
The results of this test (Table 2) indicated that the 
loop gain was approximately 10% low. However, the loop 
behaved essentially as designed. 
When the 2B,, = 152 cps was evaluated for (Y greater 
than a0, the carrier tracking loop oscillated (Y for 2 0.94. 
This indicated a gain margin of 12.8 db at threshold, 
while the ideal linear model indicated a gain margin 
of 24 db. 
Table 2. Loop bandwidth measurement 
Since the ideal linear model was not adequate, further 
investigation was required. 
No adequate analytical equivalent model could be 
derived for the "-pole filter because of its complex pole- 
zero characteristic so a phase measurement was made 
(Figs. 14 and 15). Since there is not perfect symmetry 
in the phase response, it was decided to use the average 
phase response in the analysis model. 
The VCO crystal was investigated with the theory that 
the high Q crystal acted as a low-pass filter for the low 
frequency modulation about its center frequency. The 
crystal Q was measured and its 3-db (double-sided) band- 
width determined (Q = 2.3 X lo5 and BW, = 157 cps). 
The phase response of the VCO was measured by two 
17 
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I F  
POWER AMPLIFIER I F  BALANCED 
DC MICRO- 
VOLTMETER PHASE 
X 96 
FREOUENCY 
MULTIPL IER 
DETECTOR 
4 5 5  kc DIVIDER - 455 kc - AMPLIFIER + MIXER + 8~ 2 kc 3 0  Mc 3 0  Mc 
I 
LOCAL OSCILLATOR 
= 3 0 . 4 5 5  Mc 
DYNAMIC 
4 4 7 2  
+ 
t 
WIDE-BAND 
IF 
VOLTAGE 
CONTROLLED 
OSCILLATOR 
2 3 . 5 9  Mc 
FREOUENCY 
< 
MANUAL 
FREOUENCY 
CONTROL 
- * * AMPLIFIER 
4 5 5  kc 
Fig. 14. Test setup to measure band-pass filter (6,) phase response 
COUNTER 
H - P  5 2 6 5  
I 500 
Aw, rad/sec 
Fig. 15. Phase response of 7-pole, 2-kc band-pass filter expanded approximately 455 kc 
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methods, illustrated in Figs. 16 and 17. The FM dis- 
criminator method gave good low frequency response 
up to approximately 200 cps, while the Marconi fre- 
quency deviation meter gave a valid response from 40 cps 
to greater than 1 kc. The Marconi test setup was eval- 
uated by substituting the H-P 5100 frequency synthesizer 
in lieu of the VCO and was found to have a reasonably 
flat phase response over the range of 40 cps to 1 kc. 
Since no single measuring device could be found to 
cover the frequency range of dc to 1 kc with a flat phase 
LOW FREQUENCY MARCON I 
SIGNAL SIGNAL 
GENERATOR DEVIATION 
GRI 305 METER 
VARIABLE 
PHASE 
OUTPUT 
VERTICAL 
HORIZONTAL 
( b )  USING MARCONI SIGNAL 
DEVIATION METER 
Fig. 16. Test setup to measure phase response of 
vco 
response, the measured phase response was derived by 
using data from the FM discriminator for the low fre- 
quency data (dc to 200 cps) and data from the Marconi 
setup for the high frequency data. 
The results of this test indicate that the VCO crystal 
can be represented by a low-pass filter whose comer 
frequency is the same as the measured crystal 3-db 
double-sided bandwidth. Fig. 17 shows the favorable 
comparison of the model to the measured phase response, 
provided the low-pass filter model is restricted to fre- 
quencies that are not higher than an octave above the 
corner frequency. No satisfactory explanation was found 
for the lead in the VCO phase characteristics. The 
parallel resonance of the crystal was measured and found 
to be 37 kc from the series resonance frequency and is 
not considered pertinent in this model. 
An analysis was performed using the known loop filter 
time constants, the average value of the measured 2-kc 
band-pass filter phase response, the phase detector out- 
put circuit time constant, and the low-pass filter equiva- 
lent of the VCO crystal (Fig. 18). 
This analysis shows a gain margin of 13 db (measured 
value was 12.8 db) and a loop phase response of 180 deg 
at 920 rad/sec (which was experimentally observed 
since the loop oscillated at this frequency). 
The model appeared to be adequate and the 152-cps 
carrier loop was compensated by adding a lead in the 
loop filter (C1 = 180 pf in parallel with the measured 
stray capacitance across the filter of 30 pf) such that 
the compensation canceled the apparent VCO crystal 
corner. 
0 
0 -40 a 
0 
W 
v) 
I 
a 
a -80 
-120 
I00 2 4 6 IO' 2 4 6 I O 2  2 4 6 I 
FREQUENCY, cps 
Ti 
i 
Fig. 17. VCO phase response 
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COMPOSITE 
AMPLITUDE 
a =  0.215/ 
I O '  2 4 2 4 
w ,  rad/sec 
- - I - -  
COMPOSITE - 
PHASE 
-PAS$ 
i PHL E 1'"" 
I 
140 
a 
X 
160 a 
$0 200 
b 2 4 6 8 IO4 
Fig. 18. Open loop frequency characteristic for uncompensated CTL, 2BL0 = 152 c p ~  
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Fig. 19. Open loop frequency characteristic, 2BL0 = 152 cps 
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u = u<, 
overshoot overshoot % 
Predicted Measured Discrepancy, Phase 
margin, deg 
+ 63 0.707 2.0 2.0 0 
5 
+ 62 0.7 2.0 2.0 0 
+ 55 0.53 2 .o 2.3 15 
The new model was used to analyze the compensated 
response (Fig. 19). The phase margin was determined 
to be 42 deg when (Y = 1. It was assumed that the loop 
transfer function could be approximated (in the area of 
w r ,  the crossover frequency) by a quadratic function, 
such that a phase margin of 42 deg could be related to 
a damping factor of 0.39 (Fig. 20 and Ref. 1). The damp- 
ing factor can now be interpreted as overshoot in the 
closed loop frequency response (Fig. 21 and Ref. 2). The 
predicted overshoot was 5.0 db while the measured over- 
shoot was 4.8 db. 
U ” l  
Predicted Measured Discrepancy, 
margin, deg 5 overshoot overshoot % 
Phase 
+ 75 0.96 0 0 0 
4- 50 0.47 3.1 2.9 6 
+ 42 0.39 4.5 4.8 6 
loops. No compensation is required in the 2BL0 = 12 cps. 
The 2BL, = 48 cps was not compensated at this time. 
However, cancellation compensation could be employed 
by letting C1 = 390 pf. This should change the phase 
margin to 71 deg and cause the closed loop frequency 
response to have a 1.5-db overshoot for CY = 1. 
Fig. 24 indicates the test setup used to determine the 
closed loop frequency response I H ( ,w) I while Fig. 25 
indicates the test setup used to determine the error 
response I 1 - H j w ,  1 .  
Figs. 2 6 3 1  are the closed loop frequency responses 
and the error responses for all loop bandwidths at both 
CY,,  and CY = 1. The “new model” nominal was derived 
by using the open loop frequency response [G(s) from 
the Bode plot] to synthesize the closed loop frequency 
response H (s) since: 
A similar analysis was performed on both the 2B,, = 
12 cps and 48 cps loop bandwidths. Figs. 22 and 23 
are the open loop frequency characteristics of these 
G (s) 
1 + G ( s )  H (s) = 
The error response was easily obtained from H ( s )  
since : 
Error response = 1 - H (s). 
Table 3 shows the nominal versus measured H ( s )  
response for all loop bandwidths at both CY,,  and CY = 1. 
It may be concluded: 
(1) The low-pass filter equivalent of the VCO crystal 
is valid if not used a frequency higher than an octave 
above the corner frequency. This model will be useful 
as narrower I F  bandwidth and higher Q crystal VCOs 
are utilized to advance the state of the art. 
(2) The assumption that the loop behaved as a quad- 
ratic in the area of (,)(. appears to be valid, since the pre- 
dicted overshoot (obtained by relating phase margin to 
damping factor and then determining overshoot) agrees 
with both the measured data and the predicted over- 
shoot derived from using the open loop response to 
0 10 2 0  30 4 0  5 0  60 7 0  80  
PHASE MARGIN, d e g  
Fig. 20. Phase margin versus damping ratio synthesize the closed loop response H (s). 
Table 3. Comparison of nominal H ( j u , )  versus measured loop characteristics using the new loop model 
28,.a, cps 
12 
48 
152 
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Fig. 21. Frequency response in decibels versus d o n  for various (Y /CU,  
w ,  rad/sec 
Fig. 22. Open loop frequency characteristics, 2BL0 = 12 cps 
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Fig. 23. Open loop frequency characteristic, l eL0 = 48 c P S  
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Fig. 25. Test setup to measure closed loop error response l-H(jw, 
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Fig. 26. H(jw, for CTL, 26,,,, = 12 cps 
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Fig. 27. H ( j w ,  for CTL, 28L, = 48 cps 
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E. Amplitude Stabilized 
Signal Source 
A description of an amplitude stabilized signal source, 
to be used during antenna gain measurements, is given 
in S P S  37-35, Vol. 111, p. 52. This report describes the 
performance obtained during final testing of the package. 
Fig. 32 shows the control panel which is mounted in 
a carrying case. The antenna-mounted assembly with the 
cover open and the insulation removed to expose the 
temperature control assembly is shown in Fig. 33. 
As indicated in the previous SPS,  the stability design 
goal was k0.05 db over a reasonable temperature range 
and line voltage variation. The tests were: 
Line voltage. When the complete system was subjected 
to a line voltage variation of k l m ,  there was no meas- 
urable variation in the output. For the test, the resolu- 
tion of the output measuring system was approximately 
0.005 db. 
Temperature. Output stability tests were run for 48 hr 
and covered a temperature range of 40 to 120GF. The 
change in output during this period was t 0 . 0 3  db 
centered at 80GF. 
Signal generator and traveling wave tube (TWT) level 
changes. As long as the TWT is not saturated, the SYS- 
tem will accommodate any combination of signal gen- 
erator level changes and TWT gain drifts over a a7 -db  
range. Laboratory tests were conducted to evaluate the 
and TWT gains on output power levels. Over a +7-db 
range, the output variation was less than 0.01 db peak- 
to-peak. 
e f f i~ t  of vai'ious Coil:"iiiaiiOlis ol ~ ig i id  geiieratiji !~VC!S 
The final specifications are: 
Line voltage 117 v ac tlm, 
60 cps 
Output power adjustable range 1-10 w 
2285 +15 Mc 
Output frequencies 2110 t 1 0  Mc 
Stability 
Long term (24 hr) 
Short term ( I O  min) 
Noise <0.01 db rnis 
20.05 db 
tO.01 db 
Fig. 32. Stable source control panel 
Fig. 33. Antenna-mounted assembly 
3 1  
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Temperature range 
Dynamic range of voItage 
40-120°F The stable source has been completed and tested. 
Temperature control of some of the components is nec- 
essary, as determined in tests on the individual com- 
ponent. The operation of the temperature control module 
has proved satisfactory and the fully assembled system 
meets the design gods set forth previously. Over-all 
performance indicates that the stable source will be a 
useful device in both the lab and field. 
controlled attenuator t 7  db 
VSWR at output jack 
(all frequencies) 1.1:l (max) 
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IV. Communications Research and Development 
A. Experimental Closed Cycle 
Refrigerator for Masers 
Testing of the prototype machine is in progress at JPL 
and Goldstone. Concurrently some effort is being made to 
simplify the instrumentation required to monitor system 
performance. In SPS 37-36 Vol. 111, p. 43, a simplified 
solution to the measurement of rate of flow of helium gas 
was described. Similarly, a new technique has been de- 
rived for the measurement of cryogenic temperatures. 
The principal innovation over the DSIF configuration 
has been the elimination of a reference power source 
(mercury battery) and a dc amplifier. This is achieved 
by using a thermocouple for a constant voltage source and 
a microammeter in series with a thermistor to monitor the 
cryogenic temperature. Fig. 1 shows the physical config- 
uration schematically. T ,  is the ambient temperature and 
T ,  is the cryogenic temperature to be measured. The volt- 
age generated by the gold + 2.11 atomic % cobalt thermo- 
couple is substantially independent of T ,  in the region of 
4 to 20°K. Moreover, T,  is sufficiently well regulated so 
:hat the current t h m ~ g h  the thermistor (a %-w carbon 
resistor) is a direct measure of its resistance, which in turn 
is a function of T,.  
Since the microammeter may be used to read thermo- 
couple currents directly at higher temperatures, a com- 
plete instrumentation for the closed cycle refrigerator is 
readily achieved. 
Fig. 2 shows the complete schematic as applied to a 
cryogenic refrigerator. Table 1 describes the various func- 
tions corresponding to the switch positions. 
The resistor R1 is a sensitivity adjustment when read- 
ing the thermocouples directly and is generally set for a 
full-scale reading on switch position 3 when the machine 
is down to operating temperatures. The thermocouples 
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Switch position 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
M I C ROAMM ETE R 
I 50 -a CARBON RESISTOR 
Microammeter connected to: 
Self for zero adjust 
Thermocouple on 70°K station 
Thermocouple on 15°K station 
Thermocouple on 4.4"K station 
Thermistor-thermocouple on 15°K station 
Thermistor-thermocouple on 4.4"K station 
GOLD-COBALT WIRE 
I 
Fig, 1. Simple cryogenic temperature indicator 
schematic diagram 
are used to monitor the machine performance during cool- 
down and no attempt has been made to calibrate them 
for accuracy. 
However, the thermistor-thermocouple combination 
provides an accurate measurement capability in a difficult 
region. A typical calibration curve for the range from 4.2, 
to 20.4"K is shown in Fig. 3. A hydrogen vapor pressure 
gage provided the 16.5OK reference point, and a helium 
vapor pressure gage provided the 4.2OK point. The elec- 
Table 1. Switch functions 
tronic gain of a traveling wave maser attached to the 
4.2OK station provided the other points on the curve as 
the machine warmed after shutdown. The assumption 
used for electronic gain as a function of temperature was: 
electronic gain in decibels = constant/absolute tempera- 
ture. The curve shows that an accuracy of approximately 
% 0 . l 0 K  is realizable. 
A helium vapor pressure gage requires a careful balance 
between the amount of gas and the relative volumes at 
the low temperature and ambient (gage) temperature. 
Inconsistent readings have been observed in the 5 to 6OK 
region and further experimental studies are planned. 
RI 
7- - 
AMBIENT 
I - - - - -   REFRIGERATOR - 1 - 1  GOLD THERMOCOUPLE COBALT + 2.11 ATOMIC WIRE -4: I I 6 TEMPERATURE I - FEEDTHROUGH REFERENCE 3 4  5 a - -  
I 
I I 
L ___-- - -  - .  -1 I 
I 
I THERMISTOR 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
5 ;  
I 
1 
1 1  
I THERMISTOR 
1 
I INTERNAL w 
RESISTANCE 80 
Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of complete instrumentation a s  applied to a cryogenic refrigerator 
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TEMPERATURE, O K  
Fig. 3. Calibration curve for a thermistor-thermocouple 
temperature sensor 
B. Continuous Wave (CW) Signal 
pe-;V.er Ca!Ibr&iofi With 
Thermal Noise 
Standards 
I .  Introduction 
An attempt to improve the accuracy of the calibration 
of the CW received signal power in the DSN is presently 
under way. A convenient measure of a spacecraft received 
power level is the receiver AGC voltage, which is cali- 
brated for absolute received power, defined at the re- 
ceiver input, with a calibrated test transmitter. The theory, 
method of data acquisition, and equipment have been 
discussed previously ( S P S  37-35, Vol. 111, p. 58). Simul- 
taneous measurements of the Mariner IV spacecraft were 
made at the Echo, Pioneer, and Venus Stations at Gold- 
stone for several weeks. This report presents the prelim- 
inary computed results from the Echo Station for July 
523,1965. These results are presented in the form 
(1) nominal CW received power 
(2) calibrated CW received power 
(3) calibrated CW received power, normalized for 100% 
antenna efficiency 
2. Antenna Efficiency 
As discussed in SPS 37-35, Vol. 111, p. 62, the antenna 
efficiency of each station was measured using radio star 
tracks over an extended period, typically 3 or 4 wk. A 
Y-factor method of evaluating radio source temperatures 
was chosen because a simple, quick test was required, a 
test which would not interrupt normal station operation to 
any great extent and which could be carried out by station 
personnel. Each station tracked a radio source and the 
antenna efficiency was c l a i i v d  Ti-ciii Eq. (I!), EPS 17-36, 
VOl. IV, p. 272: 
measured source temperature - To + TR - ' = theoretical source temperature T,$, 
(1) 
where 
T,st = theoretical source temperature, O K  
TR = receiver temperature, O K  
T o  = temperature of ambient load, O K  
Y, = Y-factor, switching between ambient load 
and antenna on the radio source (ratio) 
Y, = Y-factor, switching between ambient load 
and antenna off the radio source (ratio). 
Two radio sources, Omega and Taurus A,' were chosen 
and each station tracked these almost nightly, for several 
weeks. Fig. 4 shows the form used to record the informa- 
tion at each station. Data taken by the DSIF 12 (Echo) 
Station August 13, 1965, on Omega is presented. Eq. (1) 
gives the antenna efficiency defined at the maser input. In 
order to refer this measurement to the antenna input, it 
would be necessary to measure and account for the trans- 
mission line losses between the antenna and the maser 
input. However, for our purposes, where the spacecraft 
power is also measured and defined at the maser input, 
Eq. (1) results in the proper antenna efficiency for trans- 
forming the spacecraft power measurements to the 
'Antenna Acceptonce Test, JPL Procedure No. DZM-1074-TP, 
p. 38, April 29, 1965. 
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Data Time, Hour 
point GMT angle Declination 
1 074308 045.744 343.848 
2 074340 045.878 343.848 
3 074407 045.990 343.848 
4 074431 046.094 343.848 
5 074500 046.21 4 343.848 
RADIO SOURCE MEASUREMENTS 
Data Time, 
GMT point 
6 074629 
7 074702 
8 074729 
9 074753 
10 074829 
STATION: 1 2  
043.574 
043.708 
043.820 
043.91 8 
044.068 
DATE: 13 AUGUST 1965 
343.848 
343.848 
343.848 
343.848 
343.848 
1. Track source: OMEGA 
2. Boresight 
3. While tracking source switch between ambient load and antenna: 
Y, (on source): 1. 4.65 db 2. 4.64 db 3. 4.65 db 4. 4.64 db 5. 4.64 db 
4. Antenna off source about 3 deg. Switch between ambient load and antenna: 
Y,  (off source): 6. 7.86 db 7. 7.86 db 8. 7.87 db 9. 7.86 db 10. 7.85 db 
5. Temperature on ambient load = 27.8OC 
6. 
ON SOURCE OFF SOURCE I I 
Y ,  average = 4.644 db = 2.91 34 ratio 
Y,  average = 7.860 db = 6.1094 ratio 
= 56.59% 
273.18 + 27.8 + 11 
99 9 =  
Declination 
angle Hour 1 
Fig. 4. Radio source measurements data sheet 
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I antenna input. When this is done for each station there method now uses a more accurate statistical analysis. The 
will be a common basis for comparison. best second-order curve 
Other DSIF station antenna efficiencies are reported in y = a + bx + cx’ (2) 
S P S  37-33, VOI. 111, p. 48. 
is fitted to the 11 pairs (in the example of Fig. 5) of data 
points where Fig. 4 shows that if the theoretical source temperature 
for Omega is taken as 990K,’ then the measured antenna 
efficiency for that night was 56.5%. x = corrected nominal signal power level, ~ dbm 
The average of 21 measurements on Omega and Taurus 
A, made from July 10 to August 30,1965, gave the relative 
efficiency of the Echo antenna as 54.84% with a probable 
error of 0.25% which arises only from random measure- 
ment errors and does not include bias errors. The probable 
error, from random measurement errors, of the individual 
data points is 0.98% and this number must be compared 
with the corresponding predicted v a L i  vf 3.5% frzrr? !he 
error analysis ( S P S  37-36, Vol. IV, p. 272). 
3. CW Power Calibration, Echo Station 
y = AGC voltage, v 
a,b,c = constants of the second order curve Eq. 
(2) 
The results of this analysis are printed in Fig. 5 below the 
subheading “Nominal AGC curve.” Numerical values for 
the comtants a. b. and c have been found and these define 
the best second-order curve to fit the entire nominal AGC 
curve. Numerical values for the probable errors of the 
constants have been found and are also printed below the 
subheading. v 
The data reduction method previously discussed (SPS  
37-35, V O ~ .  111, p. 58) has been modified slightly into a 
form suitable for computerized calculation. Fig. 5 shows 
the IBM 1620 computer output format for the Echo Sta- 
tion for July 23, 1965. System temperature, pre- and post- 
calibration references, and received signal AGC voltage 
were discussed in SPS 37-35, Vol. 111, p. 58. The term 
G F S K  is the product g( f , “ ) .  k
where 
ne best second-order curve 
y = ac + bcx’ + CCX‘~ 
is then fitted to the five calibrated power level data points, 
where 
(3)  
x‘ = calibrated signal power level, dbm 
y = AGC voltage, v 
ac, bc, cc = constants of the second-order curve Eq. g(f,<) = normalized gain at the signal frequency, f,, 
(3) .  
k = Boitzmann’s consiaui 
B W R  is the computed bandwidth, in cps, of the narrow- 
band filter, also discussed in SPS 37-35; a is the diode’s 
noise versus CW sensitivity correction factor ( S P S  37-36, 
Vol. 111, p. 44) which has been considered zero for all 
results in this report. The possible inclusion of a, as a 
refinement to the present results, will be investigated 
when further data on this correction factor have been 
obtained. The columns in the figure are similar to those 
of data in Table 2, SPS 37-35, Vol. 111, p. 60, except that 
here the nominal signal power level has been corrected 
to take into account the calibration of the step attenuator 
in the test transmitter. 
The results of this analysis, which are printed out below 
the subheading “Calibrated AGC curve,” define the best 
second-order curve to fit the calibrated AGC curve. 
Eqs. (2) and (3) are solved by the computer for proper 
values of x and x‘ for the first five AGC voltage values of 
y. The average difference between these solutions for x 
and x‘ yields the best value for the correction factor which 
is defined as the average difference, in db, between the 
nominal and calibrated AGC curves over the calibration 
range. The correction factor is printed out below the con- 
stants of Eqs. (2) and (3). 
Previously, the data reduction method proceeded from 
this point by a graphical technique. The computerized 
The receiver AGC voltage,-2.22 v in Fig. 5 when the 
antenna is locked on the spacecraft, is substituted into 
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Eq. (2) which is also solved by the computer for the re- 
ceived spacecraft power level (nominal value). The cor- 
responding calibrated value is found by the computer by 
applying the correction factor. The received spacecraft 
power level normalized for 100% antenna efficiency is 
calculated using the average value for antenna efficiency 
found above. 
The three values for received spacecraft power level 
(nominal, calibrated, and normalized) for each day that 
measurements were made at the Echo Station, have been 
plotted in Fig. 6 as a function of time. Also shown in this 
figure is the best second-order curve fitted to each set of 
data. These curves were calculated, ignoring all data on 
July 6 and 7. These bad data points probably result from 
a “personnel learning period.” 
It is interesting to note that the standard deviation of 
the nominal and calibrated data points, exdudiiig C 
and 7, are 0.37 and 0.22 db, respectively. The calibration 
process has thus smoothed or reduced the spread of the 
data. The standard deviations of the calibrated and the 
normalized data are identical, as expected. 
A possible bias error could be the effect of a drop in 
maser gain from the time of maser tune-up during the 
pre-calibration routine and the acquisition and measure- 
ment of the spacecraft. This will be investigated at the 
three stations where calibration measurements were car- 
ried out and may lead to a further refinement of the data. 
C. Simultaneous Lobing 
Radiometric Tracking 
System 
The S-band system modes of operation for the 210-ft- 
diameter antenna will involve use of a simultaneous lob- 
ing angle tracking feed system. A radiometer, which 
could be used in conjunction with the tracking feed, 
would be useful for angle pointing and gain calibrations 
of the antenna system, using radio star sources. This 
technique is especially important for the 210-ft-diameter 
antenna which does not have a collimation tower 
capability. 
A prototype of such a radiometer is currently being 
evaluated using the Echo Station 85-ft-diameter antenna. 
Results to date indicate that such a device is indeed 
feasible. 
On September 17, 1965, tracking data were taken on 
the radio source Omega Nebula when it was at a declina- 
tion very close to that of Mariner IV and at a sidereal 
hour angle approximately 3 hr behind Mariner IV. This 
source therefore provided not only repeatability data 
and tracking jitter data, but also provided a comparison 
against the Mariner tracking data taken on the same day. 
These data have now been reduced and are presented 
in Fig. 7. Though the tracking of Mariner IV appears 
JULY, 1965 
Fig. 6. Nominal and calibrated received power level 
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0.04 
0 0 
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relatively rough, the mean of the tracking data can be 
compared to that taken on Omega Nebula. This com- 
parison yields a difference, or apparent boresight shift, 
of approximately 0.065 deg in HA. At present, the reason 
for the apparent boresight shift is unknown but is prob- 
ably due to the uncertainty in the position of the radio 
center of Omega Nebula; this is being investigated. 
As stated in SPS 37-36, Vol. 111, the system has been 
operated in an experiment designed to eliminate the 
necessity of a collimation tower when phasing the 
receiver for automatic tracking of a spacecraft. It was 
also stated that the average difference between receiver 
angle channel phase shifter settings obtained from the 
collimation tower and the radio source was approxi- 
mately 25 deg. A subsequent test run against the collima- 
tion tower indicates that the null depth of the angle error 
fwd (HA axis) is great enough to cause no boresight 
shift, within the resolution of the encoders, for this 
amount of phase misalignment. It can therefore be stated 
that the primary effect of this amount of phase misalign- 
ment will be an increase in tracking jitter which, on a 
theoretical basis, is approximately 101% for a phase mis- 
alignment of 25 deg. It would be desirable to verify this 
result using a far-field moving source (i.e., a spacecraft). 
Tracking commitments permitting, this will be done soon. 
Another question that arose involves the effect of the 
electromechanical dynamics of the antenna-servo system 
on the tracking of the source. That is, do the dynamics 
of the system cause the antenna to lag the source? This 
was answered by connecting a strip chart recorder to 
record the error voltages being sent from the simul- 
taneous lobing radiometer to the servo system. First, the 
input to the recorder was terminated so that a base 
line could be established (Fig. 8). The antenna was then 
moved ahead of the source in HA and the brakes were 
locked. The source was then allowed to drift through 
the beam of the antenna (Fig. 9) while the recorder was 
used to record the HA error voltage, thereby calibrating 
the chart in terms of angular degrees. The antenna was 
tihen allowed iu ctul”iiiiiticz!!y :rzc!c the s c ~ r 0 p  (Crab 
Nebula) in HA while error voltage recordings were 
taken (Fig. 10). This figure clearly shows that the mean 
electromechanical dynamical errors of the antenna-servo 
system are less than 0.002 deg. 
.. 
Fig. 8. Calibration of recorder base line 
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I 
A 
Il:07:32 GMT I 
I1:08:12 GMTJ 
t 
HORIZONTAL SCALE: 3 in/min 
VERTICAL SCALE:EOO mv/in. 
SOURCECRAB NEBULA 
0.0044 de& 
RATE:0.0042 deq/sec 
Fig. 9. Calibration of servo error voltage, deg 
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~* 
i -AU S TRACK 'ZE I
11:11:12 GMT 
NOV. 12, 1965 
STATION 12 
I 
w 
HORIZONTAL SCALE. 3 in./rnin 
- VERTICAL SCALE: 0.0044 deg/ln. 
snl IRCF: CRAB NEBULA 
I min :t 
Fig. 10. Angle error recording of automatic tracking of Crab Nebula (hour angle axis) 
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D. .Microwcve Maser Development 
The development of techniques which improve the 
performance of masers has resulted in a traveling wave 
maser (TWM) structure which can be fabricated from 
a solid piece of copper. The TWM structure has no joints 
which might result in loss of microwave signal power, 
or which might restrict the transfer of heat from the 
maser material to the cooled flange of the TWM. The 
new structure and a test setup for evaluation of its 
electrical length are described in this Report. 
7 .  Improved TWM Sfructure 
A one-piece comb-type maser structure is shown in 
Fig. 11. The cover (with tuning screws), a typical ruby 
slab, an isolator strip, and a temperature sensor are also 
shown. The sensor is a carbon resistor, held between two 
copper discs which mount on the TWM. Tests con- 
ducted with resistive heat loading, and with the applica- 
tion of pump power, indicate adequate heat transfer 
through the solid copper structure. 
Fabrication of the TWivl shown in Fig. 11 involved 
conventional machining techniques. Difficulty was en- 
countered in holding uniform dimensions in the comb 
area and tuning screws for the resonant fingers were 
used to compensate for the lack of machining precision. 
Successful machining techniques were subsequently de- 
veloped by the JPL machine shop, resulting in a 
practical and accurate process for TWM fabrication. The 
use of a shaper, a machine which removes metal with 
a scraping process, has produced an excellent surface 
finish and uniformity of 0.0001 in. in the most critical 
area of the comb structure. 
More recently, the use of electric discharge machining 
for metal removal between the fingers of the comb has 
Fig. 1 1 .  One-piece copper maser comb structure fabricated with conventional machining techniques 
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enabled the fabrication of structures with close interval 
and long finger length. Fig.' 12 shows a product of the 
improved fabrication process. The TWM is shown prior 
to the installation of rubies, isolators, and coaxial input 
and output lines. Tuning screws are required only at 
the ends of the comb, where the last fingers encounter 
end effects. 
P 
Fig. 12. One-piece copper maser comb structure 
fabricated with improved process 
2. Setup for Measurement of €lectrica/ Length 
Resistive losses in the comb structure at the signal 
frequency have received primary consideration in struc- 
ture designs. Usable net gain, effective noise temperature, 
bandwidth, and gain stability are degraded by  excessive 
loss. Resonant slowing provides the electrical length nec- 
cssary for high gain. Since the attenuation of signal 
pniver clup tn resistive I n s c P c  i c  proportional (in db) to 
the electrical length, the attenuation and length must 
lie compared during structure evaluation. Fig. 13 is a 
block diagram of the test equipment used for measuring 
the electrical length of a T\VM. 
I 
The pattern which results on the X-Y recorder is shown 
in Fig, 14. In-phase and out-of-phase signal voltage 
addition causes peaks and nulls to occur. The difference 
in frequency between two adjacent peaks or nulls is 
inversely proportional to the difference in electrical 
length of the two signal paths between the directional 
couplers. The electrical length L, of the TWM is given 
by the expression 
c 300m 
L p = f = . f  
where 
c = velocity of light 
and 
~f = Am/% = the frequency difference in Mc 
between two adjacent peaks or nulls 
The slowing factor S is given by 
s = L,/Lo 
where 
L ,  = physical length of the TWM 
Alternatively, it is possible to solve for S in the usual 
terminology as follows: 
s = c/v,  = C/(AlJJ/AP) 
where 
v,, = A ~ / A P  = group velocity 
Zild 
/3 = phase change coefficient 
DIRECTIONAL 
COUPLER - Y INPUT x- Y * DIRECTIONAL COUPLER m- TWM t- DETECTOR RECORDER VARIABLE -I MICROWAVE SWEEP OSCl LLATOR - 
i - - A 
SWEEP X INPUT 
OUT 
I 
Fig. 13. Method for measurement of TWM electrical length 
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Fig. 14. X-Y recording of TWM band pass and electrical length 
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BYPASSED 
SUM OF SIGNAL THROUGH 
MASER AND THROUGH 
COUPLERS USED FOR 
MEASUREMENT OF 
ELECTRICAL L E N G T H  
IIence, if l o , , ,  is measurcd between the (n + 1)‘11 and n”’ 
niaxima (or minima) t1ic.n: 
in agrecment with thc previoris result. It should be 
noted that /3,, above is undetermined in this method; 
however, the quantity P,, is of little importance in the 
design of TWM’s. If o),, is plotted as function of (P,, - Po) 
it is possible to obtain the 01 - /3 curve for the structure. 
This curve, whose slope is equal to the group velocity 
ug, is of great importancc in dctcwnining the usc,fiil 
bandwidth of the masc’r structure. A Iargr frc,quency 
range with constant I;, is rqii ircd for distortion-frcr 
amplifier. 
The ciirves in  Fig. 14, markcd “1nasc.r 1)yp;~~s”c.tl” and 
“signal througli maser only,” illrlstratc. thc, T\\’hl band 
pass in coinparison to thc mcasurcwirnt of cllrctrical 
Icngth. The variable attcnuntor srtting hiis h c ~ ~  changed 
to give convenient scale factor for  ~ c h  CIITVC’. Tlic 
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MULTIPLIER LIMITER 
variable attenuator may be used to measure the inser- 
tion loss of the TWM. 
EO 
OUTPUT SYNCHRONOUS - CRYSTAL 
DlVl DER FILTER - AMPLIFIERS -- 
The one-piece comb structure has reduced copper 
losses at the signal frequency to a practical minimum. 
Other details of the TWM will be described in future 
reporting. 
output 
level 
into 50 R, 
+ dbm 
13.8 
13.2 
14.3 
E. Frequency Generation and 
Control: S/X-Band Central 
Dynamic RF Power Output Bandwidth Temperature 
isolation range of Harmonic leakage, Spurious supply noise with of output versus output 
Input for distortion, all signals, variations of input from 
% frequencies, pv 13 % versus terminated, input to constant 
from 
at 3 db, &500C, 
output, db output, db P” output, db BV CPS db/OC 
> 70 40 2.5 <l.O 0.0 -1.2 130 469 0.008 
> 70 30 0.04 <l.O 0.0 -1 .1  10 675 1 0.062 
> 120 40 0.05 < 1 .o 0.0 -0.0 52 59 0.008 
Frequency Synthesizer 
1.44Mc 
Three modular frequency synthesizers have been 
fabricated by a local vendor to satisfy the frequency re- 
quirements of the 455- and 520-kc subsystems, and the 
1.44-Mc synthesizer ( S P S  37-33, Vol. 111, p. 92). 
< l . l O  
The synthesizers are very similar in design and struc- 
ture to the 35.2-Mc frequency synthesizer (SPS  37-34, 
Vol. 111, p. 63). All three synthesizers employ frequency 
conversions as per the simplified block diagram (Fig. 15). 
All RF modules have met stringent requirements prior 
to acceptance. Performance data are given in Table 2. 
F. Information Processing 
I .  Punctured Cyclic’ Coder-Decoder 
The punctured cyclic coder, introduced by Solomon 
and Stiffler ( S P S  37-23, Vol. IV, pp. 149-151), whose 
design was described in SPS 37-27, Vol. 111, pp. 97-103, 
is a device for encoding and decoding a fixed number 
k of binary data symbols into any nontrivial (n,k) 
(n r 2 k  - 1) linear code which exists for that k. Thus, 
one simple machine has the capability of using the code 
which best satisfies the varying physical constraints of a 
particular communication system. The code can be readily 
changed as those constraints change. The encoder- 
decoder is only slightly more complex than one designed 
for the full-length (2k - 1,k) code alone. This is a report 
on the completion of the basic encoder-decoder system 
for k = 6 information bits. 
a. Background. The basic idea of this coder is to have 
an encoding and decoding procedure for a parent 
(2k - 1,k) maximal length shift register code, which pro- 
cedure is modified slightly for codes of smaller length n 
by a so-called puncturing program which deletes, or 
punctures, fixed check bits of the parent code. 
To encode, a shift register acts upon k information 
bits and generates words of length 2k - 1, all of which 
have Zk-’ ones (except for the all-zero word). For codes 
of length n smaller than 2k - 1, a “puncture program” 
with ones in each of the coordinates to be deleted, and 
with zeros elsewhere, circulates synchronously with the 
Fig. 15. Synthesizer block diagram 
Table 2. Performance data for synthesizers 
Input 
VSWR a t  + 13 dbm, 
t 3  dbm 
Module 
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shift register sequence. Ones of the puncture sequence 
are used to control a high-frequency clock that shifts 
undesired coordinates away before they are transmitted. 
b. Decoding procedure. The decoding procedure will 
now be reviewed. Let a be the received word. For b any 
fixed non-zero of the parent code word, let T’b denote 
the code word which results from the puncturing of the 
ith cyclic shift of b, 0 L i L 2 k  - 2. The machine then 
computes the weight (number of ones) t~ (T’b @ a )  of 
T i b  @ a  as i varies from 0 to 2k - 2, and also computes 
the weight of a, W(a) .  The machine then chooses the 
word corresponding to the minimum weight as the trans- 
mitted word, unless W (a) itself is the lowest, in which 
case the all-zero word is assumed transmitted. 
c. Puncturing methods. Puncturing of the parent Zk-’ 
code is accomplished by different methods in the encoder 
and decoder. As is well known, the maximal length shift 
register code of length ak - 1 bits is easily generated 
from a shift register of length k with the proper linear 
feedback. The encoder uses such a shift register with a 
variable clock. When no puncturing is desired, the shift 
register is clocked with the bit clock. When some of the 
bits are to be punctured, a high-speed clock is switched 
in to shift the undesired bits away. One buffer flip-flop 
on the output removes the undesired bits from the trans- 
mitted sequence. The puncture or high-speed clock is 
2k times the rate of the bit clock so that any number of 
bits may be punctured between two bit clocks. 
In the decoder, the puncturing is accommodated by 
the calculation of the (T ’h ) , ,  the Zth bit of Tlb. If there 
were no piincturing involved, the calculation of Tlb 
would be simple. A shift register yielding the maximal 
length sequence could run along in synchronism with 
the received word, generating (Tlb), ,  as I varies from 0 
to n, the length of the nonpunctured word. A shift of 
this register with respect to the received word would 
then allow i to vary from 0 to 2h - 1, and thus finish the 
decoding process. When puncturing is involved, how- 
ever, this technique has to be changed. It would be 
possible to use a decoding scheme similar to the punc- 
turing of the encoder, i.e., to shift the punctured bits 
of the maximal length sequence away while holding the 
data word fixcd. This method, while economical from the 
hardware point of vicw, is evtravagant in that the time 
used to decode a punctured word is exactly the same as 
for an unpiincturcd word. The method to be used in 
the constructed device uses hardware rather than time 
to calculate the (Tlb) , .  This trade off results in a decod- 
ing time which is directly proportional to the length of 
the punctured word. 
d. The trade 08. When a code word a of length 
n < 2k - 1 is circulating in the input register, it is nec- 
essary to match the ith component of a with the +(i)th 
component of the parent word, where +(i) is a function 
which will be known for each puncturing. For example, 
in a certain (60,6) code, the 7th, 8th and 13th components 
of the (63,6) code have been punctured SO that the 
i = 7th component of the punctured word is the + (i) = 9th 
component of the unpunctured code word. This same 
reasoning applies to every word in the dictionary. That 
is, no matter what the puncturing is, there are still 
2” - 1 = 63 words in the dictionary, and each is simply 
the mapping of the (63,6) dictionary onto the (n,6) 
dictionary by a deletion of exactly the same coordinates 
of the parent code word. 
The parent (63,6) code is generated with a 6-bit 
K-register with a modulo 2 feedback of its last two posi- 
tions, Thus, the recursion relation for terms in this 
sequence is b,, = b,, @ b,, ,, (for example, b,,  = b ,  @ h,). 
But since b, = b, @ b, and b,, = b, @ b,,, the recursion 
implies b,, = b, @ b,, = b, @ b,  @ b, @ b,, = b, @ bel. 
This last step is possible because b, @ b,  = 0. Similarly, 
every term in the sequence can be written as  a linear 
combination of the six generators b,, through b-,. Thus 
say, for all n and some set of constants e, .  The conclusion 
is that any b,, can be calculated using the same set of six 
generators b, ,  0 .L i 4 5, anding them with the proper 
c:”), and then sending the result to a circuit which gen- 
erates the modulo 2 sum of six variables. 
These c(;)’s are very easy to calculate, for it can be 
proved ( S P S  37-20, Vol. IV, pp. 104105) that the c( ,”) ,  i 
fixed, obey the same recursion formula as do the terms 
in the original maximal length sequence, Le., 
= e ( n - 5 )  e ( n - ~ ~  0 L i 4 5 .  
I I I ’  
The problem of generating the +(i)th component of 
Tlb is now seen to reduce to the problem of generating 
the set of C [ + “ ) I  in the proper order. These are gen- 
erated by the program counter, an easily programmed 
device that will coiint through any specified sequence 
of vectors. 
e.  Completion of the basic system. The basic coder- 
decoder has been completed and checked out in this re- 
porting period. The maximum usablc system clock is 
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approximately 1.5 Mc rather than the anticipated 2 Mc. 
The discrepancy can be traced to a race condition in the 
programmable counter (which uses five levels of logic) 
due to a low threshold value at the nand gate input. 
This problem has been corrected in the new design of 
the Division 33 standard modules. 
Since very little is known about the correct decoding 
of messages which contain more than the guaranteed 
number of correctable errors, the machine has already 
proved itself useful. While the (63,6) code is guaranteed 
to correct all patterns of 15 errors, the machine has dem- 
onstrated that most random error patterns of up to 22 
errors are capable of being corrected. 
G. Corn bina to ria I Corn munica tion 
Research 
I .  Character and Synchronization Correction 
for DSN Teletype 
In  previous issues of S P S  the necessary steps involved 
in developing a reliable communications system for trans- 
mission of teletype messages over existing circuits have 
been discussed. The first step is to determine the error 
characteristics of the circuits to be used. Described in 
S P S  37-31, Vol. 111, pp. 76-78; 37-34, Vol. 111, pp. 64-68; 
and 37-36, Vol. 111, p. 66, were the tests that were per- 
formed on the circuits to yield such information as bit 
and symbol error rates, burst error statistics and syn- 
chronization error rates. With these data, the implemen- 
ldLlull of ii c d e  for re!iah!e communication is in order. 
This report will discuss the format of the code, its error 
correction capacities, and plans for implementation. 
. - L : - -  
a. Code for reliable transmission of teletype characters. 
Data gathered in tests of the NASCOM circuits gave the 
information necessary for the selection of a code. The 
most important worst-case statistics (lo-? character error 
rate; lo-’ synchronization error rate; absences of burst 
character errors) led to a modified Reed-Solomon code 
which was a (15,9) code (over a 16-symbol alphabet con- 
sisting of the 16-element field) having 9 information 
symbols and 6 check symbols. This code was modified 
in three ways. First, the code was shortened to a (14,s) 
code and an extra symbol attached at the front of every 
code word to act as a synchronization symbol to deter- 
mine word-by-word synchronization in a message se- 
quence; this guards against insertion and deletion errors. 
Second, since the Reed-Solomon code was only 4 levels 
of the 5-level capability of the teletype character, the 
remaining level was chosen to act as an (even) parity 
check on the other 4 levels. (Even parity is required so 
that teletype machines at foreign relay points will have 
proper “carriage return” and “line feed.) Third, as a 
further guard against mistaken identity between code 
words in the event of a synchronization (insertion or 
deletion) error, a permutation of the symbols of the en- 
coded word is performed, which moves the synchroniza- 
tion symbol to the center of the code word. Why this 
permutation is necessary and its effect will be discussed 
in the section on code evaluation. 
b. Encoding of the code word. The first 4 levels of the 
synchronization symbol s, and the 8 (4-bit) information 
symbols are elements of the field of 2’ elements, 
[CF(2‘)1. By the use of a polynomial of degree 9, the 
information symbols are used to compute tine riexi G 
symbols of the code word. These symbols are checks on 
the first 9 symbols and together with the first 9 symbols 
form a word length 15 in a certain cyclic code. Each of 
these 15 symbols is composed of 4 binary bits. A fifth 
even parity bit is added to each of the symbols. Then 
before transmission the permutation (81234567) is per- 
formed, thereby placing the sync symbol, which had been 
the first symbol, into the middle position of the code 
word. The word is then ready for transmission. This 
encoding is to be performed on a SDS-910 computer in 
less than 3 msec. 
c. Decoding of the code word. The decoding procedure 
is partially the inverse of encoding, and in the absence of 
error the inverse can be taken directly. The presence 
of errors corrupting the code word makes the encoding of 
symbois ~~ecesstirj; ac:! the decnding of the message 
sequence difficult. However, the decoding is possible in 
real time, making use of a stored program in the SDS-910 
communications processor machine. The decoding opera- 
tion requires on the order of 0.05 sec. This is small in 
comparison with the 2.5-sec transmission time of a code 
word. Thus, real time decoding is feasible. 
Actual operation of the decoder proceeds in the follow- 
ing way: Upon receipt of a message word, a first test 
for synchronization is made. If any synchronization errors 
have taken place, a request for retransmission of the 
message word is activated on a return channel. The sys- 
tem will continue in this mode until synchronization has 
been reestablished. If no synchronization error has 
occurred, the permutation (23456781) cycles the syn- 
chronization symbol around to the beginning and then 
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81 
808 
48 
1440 
_. 
the actual algebraic decoding procedure (outlined in 
193) takes place. If more errors occur than the program 
will correct, a request for retransmission of the word 
is activated. 
S P S  37-26, VOI. IV, pp. 223-225; 37-27, Vol. IV, pp. 190- 
5.6 
56.2 
3.3 
100.0 
-
d .  Evaluation of code performance. The code chosen 
for transmission has a minimum distance 7 .  Thus, in the 
absence of a synchroniiation error, the code could 
corrcct all triple errors. However, for reasons of low 
error probability, as well as for decoding simplicity, only 
single errors will be corrcJctet1. Then all combinations of up 
to five errors arr  detected and retransmission requested. 
Thc~ neccssity of having the permutation to place the 
sync symbol in the middle of the word will be discussed. 
If the sync symbol is placed at the beginning of the word 
and is deleted, then all symbols from that point to the 
c.nd of the word will be in error unless for the ith posi- 
tion the transmitted symbol S; = S,  I .  Therefore, a single 
sync error could I-esrilt in I i p  to 14 symbol errors. There 
is only distance 7 betwcen code words, so a sync error 
of  this type would not necessarily be detected. If the 
sync symbol is positioncd in thc middle of  the word, the 
greatest numbc>r of symbols tliat could be affected by 
a deletion is 7. This grcxatly cnhances the chances for 
correct trnnsmission. Hence the choicc of the middle 
position for the sync symbol. 
H. Venus Station Operations 
7 .  Experimental Activities 
Thc major acti\ities (sutnmarizcd in Table 3) at Venus 
Station during this rcporting period were S-band plane- 
tary radar expcrinicnts and Jlariner  1Iars 1964 experi- 
niental tracking. 
Table 3. Summary of Venus Station experimental activity 
(October 1 &December 12, 1965) 
Activity 
Primary experiment 
Planetary radar (Venus) 
Planetary radar (Jupiter) 
Mariner experiment 
Transmission, reception, and testing 
(includes time required to change 
Cassegrain feed canes) 
Testing, calibration, construction, 
scheduled maintenance, and nontarget time 
Holidays and scheduled nonoperating time 
Total 
b. Mariner Mars 1964. October 31, 1965, the R&D 
Cassegrain feed cone was removed from the 85-ft antenna 
and the Mariner h4ars 1964 cone was installed. November 
1, an attempt was made to receive the signals still being 
radiated by Mariner IV via its omnidirectional antenna. 
Since the expected signal strengths were below the thresh- 
old of the S-band receiver, the 9-channel auto-coi-relator 
and other signal processing equipment normally used for 
planetary radar work were employed. Initially, no signals 
were received within the 480 Hz bandwidth being exam- 
ined. The programmed local oscillator was then offset 
342.2 Hz (at S-band) and the spacecraft carrier and two 
sidebands were received. Fig. 16 is the resulting plot of 
signal power versus frequency, with the nominal carrier 
frequent!, in the center of the plot; although, iis can be 
seen, the carrier is not centered on the spectrum plot. This 
noncentering is a result of the programnied local oscillator 
not being offset far enough. Analysis indicates that the 
carrier frequency radiated by the spacecraft was actually 
350 t 0 . 5  Hz different from the predicted frequency. 
Total signal power within the spectrum slot being scanned 
was measured to lie -- 175.83 dhin while the carrier power 
was measured to lie --178.05 dbni. November 1, the 
Alariner. cone was removed froin the 85-ft antenna and 
-~ - ~- 
NOVEMBER I ,  1965 
1 TOTAL POWER -175 83 dbm CARRIER POWER -17805 dbm +-- 150 Hz ~ ~ n 
- + 
~ 48077 Hz ~ - 
~~ 
Fig. 16. Power spectrum from Mariner IV 
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the R&D cone reinstalled in time to track Venus again on 
November 2. 
This process was repeated at the end of November, 
with Mariner IV again being successfully received De- 
cember l, with similar results, although the total received 
signal power was measured to be only - 178.10 dbm. (The 
spacecraft was approximately 343,000,000 km away at the 
time.) 
c. Radio star coordinates. Discrete radio sources are 
frequently used when checking antennas for pointing 
accuracy. In the past, determination of the coordinates of 
desired radio sources involved tedious and laborious hand 
calculations. In addition, published data on the basic 
coordinates of these sources revealed appreciable differ- 
PI~C’PS hetween various investigators. Accordingly, a long- 
term program has been initiated to determine rile 
optimum coordinates for a group of suitable sources in 
terms of the Venus 85-ft diameter antenna. 
Since Venus Station time is devoted primarily to equip- 
ment development and planetary radar experiments, 
many months will necessarily elapse before any mean- 
ingful results are obtained. However, the program will 
have the following objectives: 
(1) Acquire information on basic radio source coordi- 
nates as obtained by various investigators. 
( 2 )  Determine which of these coordinates are most 
accurate in terms of the Venus Station antennas by 
using them to star track and by comparing results. 
-_ 
( 3 )  Keep a central iiie uf star trackizg dits on standard 
forms for future reference. 
(4) Make radio source coordinates available for use by 
other DSIF stations. 
There are now in existence at the Venus Station two 
computer programs (based on different methods) which 
permit the calculation of source coordinates, thereby 
eliminating the former laborious hand calculations. The 
first of these programs produces radio source coordinates 
for the first of every month for a full year; the second 
program produces coordinates for any particular date 
desired. The second program, however, requires a greater 
input of information and is therefore most difficult to 
work with. It is hoped that these efforts will eventually 
result in data useful to the DSIF stations, as well as to 
others. 
2. Subsystem Performance 
a. 100-kw transmitter (operation). During this report- 
ing period, the R&D transmitter was being reworked 
to accommodate the new 100-kw klystron and magnet. 
This amplifier is now being used for acceptance testing 
of the new klystron tubes. A total of 50.6 filament hr and 
15.0 beam hr has been accumulated on the first of the 
new tubes. 
Mariner amplifier 1 was installed in the R&D cone with 
R&D S / N  3 VA858 klystron and has operated for a total 
of 820.8 filament hr and 499.5 beam hr. 
The total o f  time due to failures was 12 hr, 25 min for 
the R&D transmitter and associated system. The major 
portion of this lost time was due to a failure of the high- 
voltage vacuum switch in the input to the high-voltage 
rectinei il ~ i i d ’ ~ ~ ~ ~ : ;  nth~r nntrihiitors were relay fail- 
ures, high-voltage cable breakdown, and reflected power 
coupler variations. 
.n 
b. Mariner 100-kw transmitter. The Mariner trans- 
mitter amplifier 2 has operated, for testing purposes, 47.7 
filament hr and 23.7 beam hr with no failures. 
c.  Mod IV receiuer. Operation of the Mod IV receiver 
has been normal with no lost time due to equipment 
failure. The modification to permit closed-loop operation 
at 2388 MHz has been completed. This modification al- 
lows operation with a 2-Hz loop bandwidth and a further 
choice of 4- and 8-Hz bandwidths. The receiver has been 
used in this mode in a recent closed-loop experiment with 
the planet Venus. Appropriate receiver outputs have been 
provided for doppler recording. The Mod IV receiver, in 
cnnjiinctiori with the Alariner subsystem equipment, was 
also used in the successful ieccption of^  signais from 
Mariner IV. The receiver open-loop mode was utilized in 
this operation. More modifications to the receiver are un- 
der way to simplify operation and improve performance. 
X-band portion. The X-band receiver was used during 
this period for the calibration and leakage measurement 
of the X-band signal generator. The AM and ranging 
channels of the X-band receiver are being used in the 
S-band planetary experiments. This is accomplished by 
cross-cabling the 30-MHz signal input from the S-band 
system into the X-band system. 
S-band portion. The Resdel signal generator has been 
reinstalled in the R&D cone and checked for proper oper- 
ation. The “top hat” meter panel on the receiver was re- 
moved and returned to JPL for modification. A temporary 
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instrument panel, monitoring crystal current, dynamic 
phase error, and the receiver in-lock indication are now 
in use. The main VCO acquisition power supply has been 
mounted in the receiver control cabinet to facilitate re- 
ceiver operation in the closed-loop mode. 
d.  Programmed local oscillator (PLO). 
Digital portion. Three failures occurred, one of which 
involved a digital card malfunction. All failures have been 
repaired, and the system operation is normal. 
Radio frequency portion. The divide-by-75 module was 
found to lack sufficient bandwidth to operate at both the 
frequency required for the Venus experiments and for 
Mariner track, PLO assisted mode. A new divide-by-75 
module is under development at JPL. A prototype of this 
unit was used successfully during the last Mariner track. 
e. Central frequency synthesizer (CFS). Installation 
of the rubidium frequency standard standby batteries has 
been completed. The batteries, a lead-acid type, were in- 
stalled in a protective housing outside the station control 
room for proper ventilation. Evaluation of the charging 
requirement and the discharge capacity is under way. 
The 35.2-MHz synthesizer module was returned to JPL 
for modification. Removal of this module affects the sys- 
tem operation only at X-band frequencies. 
3. System Improvements 
a. RGD transmitter. A new R&D exciter (2388 MHz) 
was installed in the cone, and new modules were installed 
on the cold plate in the control room portion of the ex- 
citer. The system was checked out and is now in opera- 
tion. The filter capacitors in the crowbar for the high- 
voltage (SO kv) power supply were changed from six 30-kv 
units to a single 60-kv unit. 
b. Digital equipment 
Mod Ill stored program controller (SPC). 
Mod I11 SPC has been overhauled and updated. During 
a short shutdown prior to the start of Venus tracking, 
several harness and cabling assemblies were replaced and 
terminal blocks relocated. This substantially reduced 
chafing and strain on taper pin blocks, and snagging of 
cables during withdrawal of computer mainframes. This 
project is approximately 95% complete; work will continuc 
as schedulc,s permit. 
An extensive rework of input-output (I/O) structure 
was initiated. Major recabling and logic reallocation were 
accomplished during shutdown; detailed wiring and logic 
work were carried forward as tracking permitted and are 
now complete. 
New high-speed pseudonoise (PN) coders of extended 
code length were installed as a subsystem in Mod I11 
SPC, and necessary IogicaI and electrical interfaces were 
fabricated and installed. The resulting composite slow- 
fast PN coders now available for programrning are de- 
scribed on p. 53. As a facet of this installation, new logical 
gating was wired in to permit software selection of vari- 
ous output modes from the composite coders. This will 
be necessary soon for the selective excitation of analog- 
digital modulators in receivers-transmitters for s- and 
X-band. This work is substantially complete. In addition, 
similar selective logic is being assembled for the sync- 
and-shift drive to the new composite 9-15 channel corre- 
lators. 
During the shutdown period, power was removed from 
Mod HI SPC logic for approximately 24 hr, the longest 
off-line period in more than a year. Upon repowering, 
logic card failures occurred in excessive numbers and 
continued for 2 wk. 
Mor1 1Il stored progruni controllcr I ,  0 rcvision. 
hlod 111 SPC was originally installed at Venus Station 
as a close duplicate of its predecessor, Mod I1 SPC 
( S P S  37-21, Vol. 111, pp. 6,3-76). Predictably, differences in 
application and usage have created differences in machine 
structure. The most recent change involvcd a moderate 
reworking of the input-output subframe of Mod 111. 
Both input and output systems were originally formed 
to incorporate three categories: words, internal signals, 
and external signals. Sufficient numbers of each were pro- 
vided to cover expected needs. More than 2 yr of field 
application have resulted in the following usage ratios: 
Input words 12% 
Input external signals 0% 
Output internal signals 93% 
Output external signals 30% 
Input internal signals 50% 
Output words 85% 
Since the mainframe of Mod I11 is tightly packed and 
has no room for expansion, input capacity was cut down 
to provide the increase in output capability. Table 4 pro- 
vides before-and-after comparisons. 
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Category 
Table 4. Mod 111 SPC 1/0 specifications 
Current octal 
address range Before After 
Input 
(1) Wards 
(2) Internal signals 
(3) External signals 
Output 
(1) Words 
(2) Infernal signals 
(3) External signals 
(4) Heavy relays 
128 64 2020&20277 
128 128 21000-21 177 
64 64 2 1 200-2 1 277 
32 48 22200-22257 
64 96 23oOO-23137 
64 64 2320&23277 
16 23300-23317 - 
It was found that a need existed for category (4) out- 
puts (Table 4), which accordingly were implemented. 
These relays have their own selection logic with a new 
class of address; the relays L a d k  :25 -; -t I!? per 
contact; the DPDT contacts are wired to fan-out barrier 
strips to provide quick on-demand connections. Care was 
taken to isolate grounds and to separate logic signals; 
there has been no adverse effect on computer operation 
at this time. 
Octal address ranges are now listed in Table 4. 1/0 
address assignments are kept current; copies of “Mod 111 
Address Book are available from the Goldstone Venus 
Station. 
High-speed ranging coder subsystem 
Planetary ranging and range-gated mapping experi- 
ments have been carried on at Venus Station by means 
of a PN code subsystem installed within Mod 111 stored 
program controller (SPC). For the lunar target, this had 
been suppiemented Lji zi simp!e suhslrqtern fabricated 
on-site, having a fixed digit period of 1 psec and a code 
length of 16,383 bits from a shift register coder of 14 
stages. The latter has just been replaced by a new sub- 
system with flexibility comparable to the planetary coders 
and with speed and code length equivalent to that of the 
lunar coders. Digit period length can now be varied 
smoothly from 0.5 to 125 psec, comfortably overlapping 
the planetary coder minimum of 50 psec. 
J - - - -  
The two coders are linked not alone by common con- 
trol from, and housing within, Mod 111 SPC but also by 
sharing a common unit shift register (USR) and number- 
controlled oscillator (NCO). Consequently, together they 
form a composite coder capable of slow or fast, long or 
short, PN code generation as needed. Since their intended 
uses are no longer specific, they hereafter will be referred 
to as the “slow coders” and the “fast coders.” 
Coder operation. Fig. 17 is a simple block diagram 
(sufficient for an applications understanding) of the fast 
coders. Previous publications covering Mod 111 SPC 
(SPS 37-21, Vol. 111, pp. 63-76) and planetary coder sub- 
system ( S P S  37-27, Vol. 111, pp. 70-79) explain the inter- 
faces shown. 
The Mod 111 SPC internal clock (1 MHz) is multiplied, 
shaped, and delayed to provide coherent 8-MHz clock- 
ing to the fast coders. Divided by 4, this clock gives the 
coder its minimum digit period of 0.5 psec, shiftable in 
either direction in increments of 0.125 psec. This is ac- 
complished by storing a true (right shift) or a 2’s comple- 
ment (left shift) number in address 22230, precisely as is 
done in the case of the slow coders. Operation of the 
range rate number-controlled oscillator also proceeds as 
for the slow coders. The basic unit shift for the slow 
coders is a psec increment; for the fast coders, the basic 
unit shift is a 0.125-psec increrrlelli. 
By storing a positive number of up to 8 binary bits in 
address 22234 the basic digit period is forced to count 
down the contents of the digit period counters until the 
payoff puts a shift pulse into the coder shift registers. 
If the digit period register contains a zero the payof 
occurs each 0.5 psec; if a one, each 1.0 psec; if a fwo,  
each 1.5 psec; etc. 
By storing a sign-and-magnitude number of up to 15 
binary bits (plus sign bit) in address 22237, the receiver 
coder can be forced either left or right an amount in digit 
periods equal to the number stored. This occurs each 
time the displacement register is dumped into the dis- 
placement counter. Note that this offset happens only 
on the command PSE 23032 and that different numbers 
may be ioadd  into 229?  t-(efnre each command, if 
desired. 
SYNC, RESET and HOLD, and START coder com- 
mands are executed exactly as for the slow coders. When 
23037 is SET, outputs are inhibited and coder shift regi- 
sters are emptied; RSE 23037 holds them in this state 
until PSE 23036 is given, when both coder shift registers 
start together and in phase. 
The coder shift registers are of 15 stages, generate a 
code 32,767 digit periods in length. Drive to the appro- 
priate modulators is taken from stage 6, again exactly as 
in the slow coders. 
Counter. Fast coder offset may be counted in the slow 
coder counter, to a least-bit accuracy of 1 psec, exactly 
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v CLOCK, 8 M c  - DIGIT PERIOD COUNTER TRANSMITTER - 4  
(TRANSMITTER) CODER SHIFT REGISTER 
DIGIT PERIOD COUNTER 
(RECEIVER) 
22234  t---- DIGIT PERIOD REGISTER 
e c W c - 2 2 2 3 7  DISPLACEMENT DISPLACEMENT - 4  COUNTER REG1 STER 
0.125-psec 
SHIFTS (LEFT AND RIGHT)  
I-- 23037 AND 
I 23036 
I I - RECEIVER 
CODER SHIFT REGISTER 
NUMBER-CONTROLLED 
OSC I LLATOR 
( I N  MOD III SPC) UNITS SHIFT 
REG1 STER 
I I I I I  
Fig. 17. Block diagram of fast coders 
as for the slow coders, providing that the input gating is 
sc~lccted properl\r. To prepare the counter to count fast 
c o t l c ~  offset, the following command sequence is used: 
(1) RSE 23033, 23033, 233035 
( 2 ,  SET 23033 
( 3 )  PSE 233034 
(4) RSE 23033 
J l o d  111 itistriictioti.s. To sclcct slou~ cotlers for use, 
SET 23037; to sclcct fast c o d c w ,  RSE 23037. This i it ldrcw- 
ing insurw that o i ~ l ! .  o n c x  srt of co&w can bv cnal,lctl a t  
o n c s  tiinc,. 
Eyuipmeiz f .  Thc fast coders described are composed 
of three logic frames of Decisional Control Associates, 
Inc., “Versalogic” digital modules. The module types c m -  
ployed (GA-34, FF-32, FF-34, and PA-34) use gc,rmanium 
solid-state devices and opcratc at s p d s  up to 8-MHz. 
4. Station Improvements 
Larger cone weights require shorter crane operating 
radii if continued use is to be made of the cxisting Gold- 
stone crane (a %-ton rated, P&H-5FjS-TC). A serics of 
aerial photographs of the 85-ft antcwna and vicinity indi- 
cates that to obtain sho r t c~  radii the prc’sclnt c r a i ~  p ~ l  
will have to 1w e s t c d c d  1)y approsimatctly IS ft. Plant 
Services has been rcyuestcd to dcsigii and arriinge for 
the fabrication of this cv&msion. 
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A. Goldstone Operations 
The Pioneer PN-6 spacecraft was launched from Cape 
Kennedy in the early morning of December 16, 1965. 
Echo Station first acquired the spacecraft at 20:03:20 
GMT the same day. Concurrently, the rescheduling of 
the Suroeyor Project enabled personnel at the Pioneer 
Station to move the S-band system from the annex 
building into a permanent location in the east wing of 
the control building. 
J .  Pioneer PN-6 Project 
Through November and until the Pioneer launch on 
December 16, 1965, Echo Station personnel were en- 
gaged in final testing of all interfaces between the 
Pioneer ground operational equipment and the Station 
S-band system. Preparation for the Pioneer mission was 
continuous since April 1965 (SPS 37-33, Vol. 111, p. 7 
through S P S  37-36, Vol. 111, p. 9). 
Prior to the launch, Echo Station personnel partici- 
pated in three operational readiness tests with the space 
flight operations facility at JPL. The Station was opera- 
tionally ready for the start of the mission. 
Forty-eight hours prior to the launch, the closed cycle 
refrigerator of the traveling wave maser equipment gave 
indications of low capacity. As backup protection, the 
Pioneer Station maser refrigerator was brought to the 
Echo Station, cooled down, and held in readiness. In 
addition, the antenna mounted parametric amplifier, and 
the Echo Station spare, were tuned and readied. The 
Echo Station maser refrigerator was removed from the 
antenna, cleaned of any possible contaminates and a new 
refrigerator crosshead was then installed. After replacing 
the maser refrigerator on the antenna, it was cooled 
down, given a stability test, and accepted. There was 
no further difficulty. 
The first view period began with acquisition of the 
spacecraft at 20:03:20 GMT, December 16, 1965, and 
ended at 06:52:50 GMT, December 17, 1965. Eleven 
commands were successfully transmitted to the space- 
craft from the Echo Station. A practice transfer was 
made with DSIF-42, Tidbinbilla, Australia, at 03:OO: 14 
GMT, and from Tidbinbilla to the Echo Station at 
04:46:50 GMT. No difficulty was experienced in either 
transfer procedure. 
The second view period began with the spacecraft 
acquisition at 20:08:10 GMT, December 17, 1965, and 
ended at 07:04: 12 GMT, December 18,1965. The Type I1 
orientation was performed during this period to align the 
spacecraft high gain antenna with the Earth. Prior to com- 
mand transmissions, spacecraft control was transferred 
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from JPL to the Echo Station at 21:20:00 GMT. A total of 
198 commands were transmitted from the Echo Station to 
the spacecraft between 21:B:OO and 04:lS:OO GMT. 
Spacecraft control was retransferred to JPL at 04:24:20. 
After successfully completing the spacecraft orienta- 
tion, the Echo Station began a daily tracking schedule. 
2. Lunar Orbiter 
Concurrent with preparation for, and subsequent track- 
ing of, the Pioneer spacecraft, Echo Station personnel 
continued operational testing and interface testing of 
the Lunar Orbiter ground equipment. As the prime sta- 
tion at Goldstone for both Lunar Orbiter and the Pioneer 
space probes, the Echo Station is being readied to pro- 
vide simultaneous coverage for both missions. This is 
being accomplished by a transfer rack assembly enabling 
a rapid changeover between the S-band system and either 
the Lunar Orbiter or the Pioneer ground equipment. 
On December 14, 1965, the Lunar Orbiter test model 
spacecraft was delivered to Goldstone and installed in 
the spacecraft test facility shieldroom (Fig. 1). Using 
microwave link antennas mounted on the roof of the 
shieldroom, and passive reflector antennas mounted on 
a hill west of the Echo Station and in the view range 
of the 8s-ft antenna, full system operational tests will 
be performed. These tests will exercise the normal oper- 
ation compatibility between the spacecraft electronics 
and the ground environment at simulated space distances. 
3. Surveyor Project 
With the reschcduling of the Surveyor launch, personnel 
of the Hughes Aircraft Company are continuing with 
subsystem tests and assisting in S-band interface and 
compatibility testing with the S-band system. 
During the last week in October and the first week in 
November, the Pioneer Station S-band systcm was rc- 
moved from the annex and moved into the east wing 
of the control building. Originally installrd in thc annex 
for testing ( S P S  37-27, Vol. 111, pp. 5-11), the S-lxind 
system remained therc for thc launch and sii1,sccliient 
tracking of Mariner IV. 
The installation in its permanent location (Fig. 2) 
enables the S-band system to assume a standard DSIF 
configuration. As with the other DSIF installation, a 
full basement under the control room provides for easy 
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Fig. 1. Lunar Orbiter test model in spacecraft test 
facility shieldroom 
access to all rack interconnecting cables, and w e  of the 
cable tunnel for control, signal, and power cables to the 
hydro-mechanical building and the 85-ft antenna. 
The permanent location of the S-band system is adja- 
cent to the room containing the Surocyor ground control 
equipment, an arrangement that materially reduces the 
former long cable runs between the two equipments, 
and also provides for a higher order of equipment com- 
patibility and easier coordination among personnel. 
Currently, system compatibility tests are being per- 
formed as a postlude to the S-band move and rein- 
stallation. Full operational and net integration testing 
is scheduled for early 1966. 
4.  Mars Station Activities 
Digital instrumentation equipment was installed in 
the control room on the second floor of the pedestal 
(Fig. 3 )  of the 210-ft antenna at the Mars Station, 
DSIF-14. Operational and program testing is in progress. 
The frequency and timing subsystem was also installed 
and is in operation. DSIF-14 operations personnel are con- 
tinuing servo training and maintenance training on the 
210-ft antenna, conducted by Rohr Corporation personnel. 
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Fig. 2. Pioneer Station S-band permanent installation 
Fig. 3. Mars Station digital instrumentation equipment installation 
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5.  Consfruction 
a. Spacecraft Test Facility. The shieldroom wall and 
ceiling have been covered with impregnated Styrofoam, 
anechoic material, and the floor with a smooth sectional 
floor covering of a similar meshing material. Approxi- 
mately 40-db attenuation of wall-reflected R F  is provided 
by the covering. Fig. 1, illustrating the Lunar Orbiter 
test spacecraft, also illustrates the floor and wall covering. 
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b. Mars Station. The two wing-additions to the gen- 
erator building arc completed and are ready for addi- 
tional generator units. 
B. Antenna Dish Resurfacing at 
Woomera 
The original reflector surface of the 85-ft tracking 
antenna at Woomera, Australia, was recently removed 
50 t 
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Fig. 4. Example of 2 5 , 5 0  and 70% porosity aluminum 
reflector sheets. (Technician i s  removing mesh screws) 
and replaced with one of better performance. The ex- 
panded nlnminum mcsh of the original surface had a 
porosity of about 70% (that is, the fraction of surface 
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Fig. 5.  System temperature vs day of year 
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not covered by metal). The new surface consists of 
aluminum sheets having 25% porosity, 0.080-in. thick, 
for the inner two-thirds of the area, and 50% porosity, 
0.080-in. thick, for the two outer “rings”. Examples of 
the three types of sheets may be seen in Fig. 4. 
- 
- 
- 
Work was performed by all available personnel during 
nontracking periods. (At this time about half of the 
Station personnel were at Goldstone for S-band equip- 
ment checkout.) The screws holding the mesh were 
loosened with long-handled screwdrivers, or with screw- 
drivers and ratchet attachments, and then removed with 
power tools or chisels. The replacement sheets were 
secured with self-tapping screws at about 6-in. centers, 
inserted by hand and tightened with power tools. About 
35,000 screws were removed and 17,000 screws were 
inserted to secure the 224 new panels. 
LCOLD SKY LCOLD SKY 
NOVEMBER 14.1964 JULY 8. 1965 I 
Fig. 6. Cygnus A scans 
COLD SKY + r GAS TUBE COLD SKY + GAS TUBE 
NOVEMBER 14. 1964 JULY 8, 1965 
The improvement in system performance is first shown 
by a decrease in system temperature (Fig. 5) of about 
4”K, and then by an increase in gain of approximately 
0.6 db. This can be clearly seen in the “before” and 
“after” scans through the radio sources in Cygnus A 
and the Omega Nebula (Figs. 6 and 7) where, although 
the cold sky reading is colder, the peak of the radio 
source observation (representing a constant source plus 
the cold sky value) is higher. The total system tempera- 
ture is now about 44”K, and aperture efficiency is 0.65. 
C. Systems Engineering and 
Integration at  Ascension 
Island 
Following the initial integration of the Ascension 
Island Station (DSIF-72) system components at Gold- 
stone, the equipment was dismantled and packed for 
overseas shipment. The equipment was transported to 
Ascension Island in mid-October via two chartered cargo 
aircraft. 
Installation of the equipment and system integration 
at Ascension Island is progressing; however, several 
major problems have been encountered. One major 
problem is that buildings, power, roads, air conditioning, 
and other facilities were not completed and available for 
use before equipment installation and testing were at- 
tempted. In particular, the building air conditioning sys- 
tem, being not quite completed, prevented the electronic 
subsystems from being activated for any length of time. 
Rusting of practicaiiy all outdoor c q c i p e n t  nf steel 
construction, i.e., antenna structures, acquisition aid 
collimation tower, is another major problem area. Con- 
tinuous maintenance will be required to prevent equip- 
ment deterioration. Samples of dirt from the antenna 
pedestal and the operations building cooling plenums 
were sent to JPL for salt content analysis with the resul- 
tant values of 0.33% for the antenna sample and 0.15% 
for the plenum sample. These values of salt concentra- 
tion are more than sufficient to cause rapid rusting of 
any unprotected iron or steel at the Station, and its 
presence is due to the consistent 30-mph winds which 
carry the salt-laden ocean spray from the coast 1800 ft 
below. 
Fig. 7. Omega Nebula scans 
Similarly, the physical location of the Station on the 
island creates a unique environmental condition. Clouds, 
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at or below the Station elevation, are raised by the win& 
over the 3000-ft mountain located behind the Station, 
and swept across the Station itself. This results in dense 
fog 30 to 40% of the time. Furthermore, clouds above 
the Station level are cooled by this action and bring rain 
to the area several times a day. 
D. Aircraft Masking Exercise 
at Tid bin billa 
I .  Introduction 
An aircraft masking exercise has been conducted at 
Tidbinbilla DSIF-42 to determine the effect on space- 
craft communications caused by aircraft flying through 
the line-of-sight beam between the Station tracking 
antenna and the spacecraft. The purpose of the exercise 
was to provide quantitative measurements of such effects, 
if any. 
During the July encounter of the Afariner IV space- 
craft with Mars, precautions were taken to reduce the 
risk of possible RF interference with spacecraft com- 
munications. These precautions included the diversion 
of flights of the Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) and 
civilian aircraft from the near vicinity of the Station dur- 
ing tracking operations. I t  was believed that aircraft 
flying near the line-of-sight beam extending hetween 
the 85-ft tracking antenna and the spacecraft might 
cause the loss of valuable telemetry, especially when 
signal strength would lie at a very low level. Only by 
measuring spacecraft doppler and error signals, using 
aircraft in controlled flight patterns, was it possible to 
determine if such interference precautions would bc 
required during future spacecraft tracking missions. 
2. Aircraft and Equipment 
Thc aircraft used in thc rxcwisc was ;in R A A F  DC:3, 
providctl by 34 Squadron, Fairbairn. It was flown 11y 
RAAF personnc\l. The aircraft carricd a DSIF-42 trans- 
ponder/transmitter, tuncd to thc> Surocyor spacecraft 
frcquency and operated by a Station technician. Voice 
communication between the aircraft and thc Station was 
established by means of an RAAF very high frequency 
(VHF) transmitter/receiver installed in the DSIF-42 
communications center. 
3. h k n f i a  Aiignrneni Marking 
Alignment of the aircraft with the antenna was a 
critical requirement of the exercise. In order to improve 
the sighting capabilities of the pilot, the cone of the 
antenna was fitted with a black “collar” of ?!$-in. soft 
cardboard, shown mounted on the antenna in Fig. 8. 
/ *  
t c  
Fig. 8. Antenna with marking collar installed 
4. Method 
The exercise was designed so that as DSIF-42, tracked 
Mariner IV the aircraft would fly directly towards the 
antenna and through the center of the beam. This was 
to be achieved by the pilot’s optically aligning the air- 
plane with the Mack collar and the quadripod tip. When 
so aligned, the aircraft would then be in a vertical plane 
containing the antenna and the beam and would pass 
through the beam during its approach run. 
The closeness of the aircraft to the beam was to be 
measured by error signals generated by the DSIF-42 
receiver tuned in to the airborne Siiroeyor transponder 
frequency. The quality of the run would be checked 
through use of the optical tracking aid (OTA) and its 
TV monitor. 
5. Exercise Operations 
The exercise was originally scheduled for September 
7, 1965 but was postponed because of poor weather con- 
ditions (low clouds and rain) until September 9th. On 
this day the weather was still cloudy, but not enough to 
delay the exercise. Throughout this period DSIF-42 had 
no committment to NASA to track Mariner ZV. 
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Station equipment was counted down on the evening 
preceding the exercise in preparation for a normal 
Mariner ZV tracking pass. On September 9 the signal 
from Mariner ZV was acquired as soon as the spacecraft 
rose over the eastern horizon, and it was tracked con- 
tinuously throughout the exercise. The analog and digital 
instrumentation equipments were also calibrated. Thus, 
the Station was operationally ready and waiting for the 
exercise to proceed. 
As soon as weather conditions permitted, the DC3 air- 
craft took off from Fairbairn airfield and flew to the 
vicinity of Tidbinbilla, where VHF voice communica- 
tion was established. The transponder on board the air- 
craft was turned on so that it was transmitting at full 
power. The aircraft began a series of runs at constant 
altitude directly approaching and overflying the antenna, 
with the pilot attempting opiic+ :G dig2 the qmdripod 
tip vertically above the black collar surrounding the 
antenna cone. 
During the exercise the aircraft made two series of 
runs, the first consisting of 11 runs from an easterly direc- 
tion in the morning, and the second consisting of 13 runs 
from a northerly direction in the afternoon. The aricraft 
altitude during any one run was constant, but runs were 
made during the exercise at heights varying between 
1,000 and 3,000 ft above ground level. The afternoon 
runs were more difficult, from a navigation aspect, than 
the morning runs. In the afternoon runs the nose of the 
aircraft obscured the pilot’s view of the antenna earlier 
in the run, because of the higher antenna elevation. 
In order to determine the “angle of miss” of the air- 
c v f t  to the beam, two methods were used. The most 
direct, although largely qualitative, method was to  vie^ 
the OTA TV screen, which presented a narrow angle 
view along the optical axis of the antenna. On most 
runs at least part of the aircraft was sighted, affording 
an immediate appraisal of the quality of the run. 
The second method was to record the signal strength 
and the hour angle (HA) and the declination (Dec) 
error channels from Receiver (rcvr) 1, which was tuned 
to receive the Surceyor frequency transmitted by the 
airborne transponder. This technique prevented the 
normal error signals from Receiver 2 (tuned to Mariner 
frequency) being available for antenna autotracking of 
Mariner, and the antenna servo system was operated in 
the aided track mode, using predicted angles. 
The Receiver 1 angle error signals (filtered by a 2%- 
sec lag) were recorded by the analog instrumentation 
assembly (AIS) Sanborn pen recorder, as also were the 
filtered AGC from both receivers and the dynamic AGC 
from Receiver 2 (through a 0.2-sec filter). From these 
records it was possible to detect the time at which the 
airborne transponder passed through the beam (contact) 
and the minimum angle by which it missed the center 
of the beam (RF boresight). At the same time, the effect 
of the aircraft upon Receiver 2 dynamic AGC, filtered 
AGC, and in/out lock indicator was also determined. 
The Station also recorded tracking data handling 
(TDH) subsystem doppler data and telemetry data as 
part of its normal Mariner ZV tracking operation, as well 
as %-sec samples by the digital instrumentation assembly 
(DIS) computer of Receiver 2 dynamic AGC. 
The aircraft made 24 runs towards the antenna, 11 of 
the runs b&g T i d e  iz the morning with the antenna 
azimuth between 085 and 075 deg, and 13 of the runs 
being made in the afternoon with the antenna azimuth 
between 358 and 323 deg. 
6. Results 
Of the 11 morning runs the whole aircraft was sighted 
in the middle of the TV screen on 2 runs, the aircraft 
wing was sighted on TV on 2 runs, and the wing tip 
only was sighted on 2 runs. 
Of the 13 afternoon runs the whole aircraft was 
sighted on the TV screen on 1 run, the aircraft wing 
was sighted on 5 runs, and the wing tip only was sighted 
on 3 runs. 
Repi-escntntis.re analog results for the period of con- 
tact during runs on which alignment was sufficient to 
obtain valid test data (runs 3, 5, 8, 9, 14, 16, 17, 18, 21, 
and 23) are shown in Fig. 9. Runs on which the aircraft 
was not in sufficient alignment for valid test evaluation 
were not recorded. In general, whenever the aircraft 
was sighted on the OTA TV screen the AIS record of 
Receiver 1 signal level showed a large increase of about 
40 db within a period of about ‘/i sec. This resulted 
from the airborne transponder passing close to the center 
of the beam. At the same time, the Receiver 2 dynamic 
AGC (Mariner signal) indicated a drop in signal strength 
of up to 5 db ( t l  db), although the Receiver 2 filtered 
signal level showed no detectable variation to within 
1 db. The equivalent Receiver 1 angle errors were small 
(less than 0.040 deg) whenever the TV screen showed a 
good run. 
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On only one run (Run  5, with an antenna elevation of three in which the whole aircraft was sighted on the 
of 37 de$) did Receiver 2, drop lock on the hlariricr IV 
signal, and then only for 0.3 sec. This run was the first 
TV screen, but there was no indication that the telem- 
etry demod&tor dropped synchronization lock. 
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lay 
!52 
!52 
!52 
!52 
!52 
!52 
252 
252 
252 
/52 
252 
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252 
252 
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252 
252 
252 
252 
252 
252 
252 
252 
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252 
252 
252 
252 
252 
252 
252 
252 
252 
252 
252 
The TDH record of nondestructive doppler count 
showed that the 1-sec doppler count was steady through- 
out every run. The TDH record for Run 5 is presented in 
Table 1. It may be noted that the noncumulative dop- 
pler count is steady, except for a slight increasing trend 
caused by motion of the spacecraft. 
GMT 
01:52:34 
01 :52:35 
01:52:36 
01:52:37 
01:52:38 
01:52:39 
01:52:40 
01:52:41 
01:52:42 
01:52:43 
01:52:44 
01:52:45 
01:52:46 
01:52:47 
01:52:48 
01:52:45 
01:52:5C 
01:52:51 
01:52:51 
01:52:53 
01:52:54 
0 1 5 2 3 :  
01:52:5( 
0 1 3 2 4 1  
01:52:58 
01:52:55 
01:53:OC 
01:53:01 
01:53:0; 
01:53:0: 
01:53:01 
01:53:0! 
01:53:0( 
01:53:0; 
01:53:Ot 
The DIS record of Receiver 2 dynamic AGC suffered 
from the disadvantage of a fixed %set sampling inter- 
val. However, these records are consistent with the AIS 
records of the same quantity, and indicate that the 
masking effect of the aircraft could result in a drop in 
received signal strength of up to 7 db. 
Data resulting from the different runs are listed in 
Table 2. 
7. Summary 
The following is a summary of results of the exercise: 
(1) A part of the aircraft was sighted on the TV screen 
in 15 of the 24 runs attempted. 
(2) On 5 of the runs the aircraft passed within 0.01 deg 
of the center of the beam. 
(3) On only one run did the Mariner IV receiver drop 
out of lock, and then only for 0.3 sec. 
(4) On no run did the telemetry demodulator drop 
synchronization lock. 
(5) On no run did the doppler count show any signifi- 
cant variation arising from the masking effect of 
the. aircraft. 
(6) When the aircraft passed through the center of 
the beam the drop in Mariner IV signal strength 
was about 5 db. 
8. Conclusion 
It is concluded that the passing of the DC3 aircraft 
through the beam and the associated masking of the 
received Mariner IV signal did not significantly affect 
the capability of DSIF-42 to receive full tracking and 
telemetry data from the spacecraft. 
Event 
Aircraft 
Contact .) 
stop 
Run 5 3 
Start 
Run 6 3 
Table 1. TDH record, Run 5 
Doppler 
698201 3381 
6984383742 
6986754102 
69891 24463 
6991494825 
6993865186 
6996235547 
6998605909 
7000976271 
7003346633 
7005716995 
7008087359 
70 1 045772 1 
7012828085 
/ U l 3 l Y o + - t o  
701 756881 2 
70199391 77 
7022309541 
7024679905 
7027050269 
7029420635 
703 1790999 
70341 61 365 
7036531 729 
7038902095 
7041272461 
7043642827 
704601 3 195 
7048383561 
7050753929 
70531 2429: 
7055494661 
7057865029 
106023539? 
7062605765 
7064976133 
7067346501 
706971 6865 
7072087235 
70764763 
71 9060593i 
- - - - - ,  .” 
7332829111 
7475053 14; 
7617278015 
7650463941 
765283436; 
765520479; 
- 
HA 
305674 
305678 
305680 
305684 
305690 
305694 
305798 
305702 
305706 
30571 0 
30571 4 
30571 8 
305722 
305726 
-nc-r.)r  
305734 
30574C 
305744 
305748 
305751 
305756 
30576C 
305764 
305768 
305771 
30577E 
30578C 
305784 
30579( 
305791 
305791 
30580( 
305801 
30580t 
3058 11 
3056 i  i 
30582: 
30582t 
30583( 
3 0 5 8 3 ~  
30603t 
30629( 
306531 
3 0 6 7 8 ~  
30684r 
306841 
30685: 
“I... - _
- 
- 
Dee 
145628 
145628 
I45628 
I45628 
I45628 
I45628 
I45628 
I45628 
145628 
t45628 
34562E 
34562E 
345626 
14562E 
? A Z A l f  
145626 
145626 
34562t 
345621 
345626 
145626 
345626 
345621 
34562t 
34562t 
34562t 
34562t 
345621 
345621 
345621 
345621 
345621 
345621 
345621 
345621 
-. . C L , ,  
J . t 4 ” A .  
345621 
345621 
345621 
345621 
345621 
345621 
345621 
345621 
345621 
345621 
345621 - 
Non- 
Accumu- 
lative 
doppler 
2370366 
2370366 
2370368 
2370366 
2370368 
2370366 
2370367 
2370367 
2370368 
2370368 
-... 717n1hA -_. .
2370368 
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Aircraft run-in times, GMT 
Table 2. Exercise result data 
TV screen 
i I 
Run 
No. 
Aircraft 
altitude, 
k f t  
Antenna 
azimuth, 
deg 
01 :28:58 
01 :33:32 
01 :43:2 1 
- 01 :29:07 No 
- 01 :33:40 No 
01 :43:28 Port wing N W  of boreright Good 
in 
beam 
(Tw 
~- ~ ~~ 
01 :48:14 01 :48:20 
01 :53:04 01 :53:10 
01 :57:45 01 :57:50 
02:02:26 02:02:32 
02:07:23 02:07:28 
02:12:00 02:12:08 
02:19:50 02:20:15 
Over 
antenna 
Port wing tip N W  of boresight - 
Complete aircroft on boreright Excellent 
Port wing tip N W  of boreright - 
- No 
Complete aircraft on boresight Excellent 
Part wing and engine N W  of boreright 
No 
Good 
- 
Appraisal I Of 
05:38:37 
05:43:02 
Over 
Murrumbidgee 
or ridge 
05:38:40 Port wing t ip W of boreright - 
Port wing t ip W of boreright - 05:43 :05 
Sighted 
I run 
085 01 :28:28 
01 :33:00 084 
01 :42:44 
01 :47:35 
083 
08 2 
5 1  
01 :5 2 :28 
01 :57:13 
08 1 
080 
I
079 02:01:49 
02:06:44 079 
078 02:11:22 
02:19:24 
02:28 :50  
077 
075 02:29:33 1 02:29:46 I No l -  
-12 1 1 358 05:37:50 
05 :4 2 :04 13 I 1 354 
350 05 :46:44 14 I 1 
346 
343 
0 5 4  1 :02 
05 :54:55 
17 1 1 342 05:59:17 
18 I 2 339 06:04: 14 
- 336 
333 
330 
06:12:24 
06:21 :09 
327 06:26:15 
06:29:30 
06:33:32 
325 
323 24 1.5 
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Analog instrumentation record 
Period of 
Rcvr 3 Rcvr 2 
error, error, dynamic AGC dynamic AGC Out Of 
HA DEC Rcvr 2 rcvr 2 Rcvr 1 
Contact signal 
ime, GMT level, level, lock, 
dbm sec 
dbm disturbance, deg dag 
sec dbm 
01 :29:02 - 136 - - -160 mean - -163 - 
TDH 
DIS record 
(based on 1/z sec samples1 
of rcvr 2 dynamic AGC 
record of 
doppler 
count 
Steady - 
65 
01:43:22 
01:48:18 
2!.5?.ns 
01:57:00 
02:02:28 
02:07:23 
02:12:00 
02:20:00 
-101 +0.02 0 -162 dip 0.4 -163 - Steady - 
-124 - - -158 mean - -163 - Steady - 
> - I O 1  -0.01 -0.01 ((-168 dip 0.6 -164 0.3 Steady - 
-104 - - -158 mean - -162 - Steaay - 
- 1  1 1  - - -158 mean - -163 - Steady - 
> - 101 0 0 <-168 dip 0.5 -164 Steady 5-db dip, - 158 dbm meon - 
> - l o 1  +0.04 -0.02 <-168 dip 0.3 -163 Steady 4-db dip, - 158 dbm mean - 
- - - -158 meon - -163 - Steady - 
